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SUMMARY
In the last decade, there has been tremendous progress in the field of ultrashort-
pulse measurement. However, this effort has focused mostly on the temporal behavior of
100-fs, 800-nm ultrashort pulse, ignoring other pulse lengths, wavelengths, and the very
common space-time couplings or so called spatio-temporal distortions. In this thesis work,
I do an extensive study of spatio-temporal distortions and their measurement using Fre-
quency Resolved Optical Gating (FROG) and its relatives. I clarify some ambiguities in
the descriptions of these effects in the existing theory and establish a more general descrip-
tion of such distortions in ultrashort pulses. I also extend these measurement techniques
to different wavelengths and pulse lengths. Specifically, I develop measurement devices for
few-cycle NIR pulses, weak and narrowband fiber laser pulses, long (several-ps) NIR pulses,




The field of ultrashort laser pulse measurement is based on a dilemma: “In order to measure
an event in time, you need a shorter one. Then how can one measure the shortest event
ever generated?”
Ultrashort laser pulses are the shortest events ever generated by human beings, wherein
lies the challenge. They cannot be “photographed” by electronic detectors, which are several
orders of magnitude slower. Since there is no shorter event available to measure ultrashort
pulses, the shortest possible event that can be used is the pulse itself. This approach,
combined with nonlinear optics yielded a measurement scheme called “intensity autocorre-
lation” [95, 51], and historically it is the first ever attempt to picture an ultrashort pulse.
Ironically, this first attempt produced only a blurred image of an ultrashort pulse: autocor-
relators yield only a rough estimate of pulse temporal width with no pulse shape or phase
information. They have many non-trivial ambiguities and they are very sensitive to noise.
Despite these facts, for about two decades, autocorrelators remained the best devices avail-
able to use for ultrashort laser scientists. Fortunately, the early 1990s witnessed tremendous
improvements in the field of ultrashort pulse measurements and various schemes that fully
characterize temporal behavior of ultrashort pulses had been presented. Without question,
the most significant one of these schemes is Frequency-Resolved Optical Gating (FROG)
[18, 21, 42, 87, 17, 91].
FROG was the first device ever developed to extract the pulse phase information, along
with the pulse intensity information. This allowed one to obtain the full electric field of the
pulse in the time and frequency domains. This ability of extracting phase helped ultrashort
pulse researchers tremendously. In the pulse generation field, for example, for the first time,
the researchers observed experimentally that second and higher order spectral phase causes
the pulses to spread in time, yielding lower peak powers. By tracking down the elements of
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the experimental apparatus, they were able to eliminate the higher order phase, and obtain
much shorter pulses [45].
The next significant improvement in the pulse measurement field, which made the lives
of ultrashort pulse researchers even easier, was the simplification of FROG. O’Shea et al.
[65] showed that the setup of FROG can be greatly simplified using some clever ideas.
These ideas simplified FROG setup to such an extend that the resulting device requires
almost no alignment and yet gives the same information. This relative of FROG is named
GRENOUILLE, standing for Grating Eliminated No-Nonsense Observation of Ultrafast
Incident Laser Light E-fields. GRENOUILLE eliminated all of the alignment knobs of
FROG and became the simplest ultrashort pulse measurement device.
Over a decade, FROG and GRENOUILLE (and alternative pulse measurement devices)
have been used for many different applications. Various schemes have been proposed and
tested. However, the applicable range of use of these devices have been very restricted.
Although the pulse intensity and phase are (in principle) fully measured, this is done under
certain approximations, which can (and do) easily fail to be true in most ultrafast laser
laboratories.
First of all, these pulse measurement techniques focus on the temporal or spectral evolu-
tion of the pulse electric field, ignoring the spatial coordinates. This is based on assumption
that the pulse temporal/spectral field evolves independent of spatial coordinates. Any
kind of coupling between spatial coordinates and time/frequency is specifically suppressed.
Unfortunately, couplings between space and time and/or frequency are very common in
ultrashort laser pulses. In fact, generation and manipulation of these pulses requires intro-
duction of massive amounts of such couplings, to be -in principle- removed afterwards. Their
broadband nature makes ultrashort pulses particularly vulnerable to these effects. When
they occur, the results of experiments conducted with ultrashort pulses can be limited ar
even incorrect. These space and time/frequency couplings constitute the first subject mat-
ter of this thesis. I do an extensive study of these couplings or so-called “spatio-temporal
distortions”. I clarify some previously saddle definitions and propose a much more gen-
eral model for ultrashort pulses. Furthermore, I demonstrate measurement and diagnostic
2
techniques for these distortions.
The pulse measurement devices can also work only in certain pulse width ranges. These
devices focus on the most common scenario: measuring pulses that are about 100−fs long.
The devices are operable at around these pulse widths. Convenient pulse measurement
techniques are still not available for extremely short and extremely long pulses. Such
measurements are usually not done because of presence of particular, non-trivial challenges.
Extreme group velocity dispersion and need for very high spectral resolution are just to name
a few. The next part of this thesis is dedicated to extending ultrashort pulse measurement
techniques to these new time scales. I propose and demonstrate solutions to several unsolved
problems in extending pulse measurement to new time scales.
Another restriction that is present in pulse measurement techniques is the applicable
laser wavelength. Most pulse measurement devices are developed for measuring pulses
emitted by Ti:Saphire lasers, which emit pulses with their spectra centered at around 800
nm. This is done so, again, since this is the most common case; Ti:Sapphire lasers are
the workhorses for ultrafast optics. Not surprisingly, many applications require sources at
other wavelengths, too. For this reason, ultrashort pulse generation scientists are always
in search for novel laser sources. Several schemes are already available today for ultrashort
pulse generation at various wavelengths. This is achieved in mainly two different ways: By
using and amplified Ti:Sapphire system to pump an optical parametric amplifier/oscillator
(OPA/OPO) [13, 68], or by using a different laser media in a complete laser to lase at desired
wavelength [60, 77]. Using an OPA/OPO also provides a great tunability, preserving ultra-
short pulse lengths. Lasers with novel lasing media, on the other hand have much simpler
setups. As expected, these sources at novel wavelengths require novel pulse measurement
devices (or extension of currently available techniques). All optical systems have frequency
dependence, so a measurement device built to work at one wavelength will not work at
another. Often times, because of this dependence, extending the measurement techniques
to new wavelengths can be challenging (or even impossible). In the last few chapters of
this thesis, I present several methods for extending pulse measurement techniques to new
frequencies.
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Throughout this document, as ultrashort pulse measurement tools, I will focus on FROG
and its relatives (especially GRENOUILLE). Other techniques are mentioned whenever
required or comparisons needed. Because of its historical significance and since FROG
is based on it, I will start with a brief discussion of intensity autocorrelation. It will be
followed by a summary of FROG and GRENOUILLE.
1.1 Autocorrelation
Historically, the intensity autocorrelation (we will abbreviate this as autocorrelation, when-
ever there is no possible confusion with field autocorrelation) is the first attempt ever to
measure an ultrashort pulse’s electric field [95, 51]. Figure 1 shows a basic setup of an
autocorrelator. The pulse to be measured is split into two equal parts with a beam-splitter.
One arms goes through a variable delay (translation stage). The two pulses are then re-
combined in a nonlinear crystal. Most often, for sensitivity reasons, the crystal is chosen
to be appropriate for second-harmonic generation (SHG) [13]. In the nonlinear crystal, the
input pulse and its replica contribute to the nonlinear polarization. As a result of these
two pulse fields, a nonlinear signal is generated, apart from the nonlinear fields generated
by each of the two input fields. The key point here is that, the nonlinear signal, which is
generated by mixing of the two fundamental fields, will exist only when two pulses over-
lap in time. Moreover, the intensity of the signal also depends on the temporal overlap of
them. By scanning the delay and recording the signal intensity at the slow detector, one
obtains a function (of delay) that is the intensity autocorrelation. It is very intuitive that
autocorrelation yields some measure of the input pulse width.
Now the question is: “How much information can we retrieve from an autocorrelation?”.




I(t)I(t− τ) dt (1)
where I(t) is the pulse intensity. The width of the autocorrelation is related to the input
pulse width. For pulses that do not have too much temporal structure, a pulse shape can be
assumed, and for that particular shape, the pulse width can be related to the autocorrelation
width [22, 74].
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Figure 1: A classical Autocorrelator.
Applying autocorrelation theorem to equation 1, we can see that Fourier transform of
the autocorrelation yields the magnitude square of the Fourier transform of the intensity.
This automatically shows that in an autocorrelation measurement, pulse phase information
is lost! Moreover, A(2) (τ) is always symmetric with respect to delay. Pulses with quite
different temporal intensity profiles can have the same exact autocorrelation [87]. More
ambiguities arise when the input pulse has a complicated intensity profile. As a result,
autocorrelators are far from uniquely determining a pulse’s intensity and phase.
Attempts have been made to use autocorrelation together with a spectrum, to retrieve
the pulse phase. Unfortunately, these methods also have some nontrivial ambiguities.
Worse, these two measurements provide 2N data points in an attempt to retrieve 2N vari-
ables (N intensity and N phase), with no additional constraint. This makes the method
severely vulnerable to noise.
Nevertheless, autocorrelators give a rough estimate of the pulse width and it may be
satisfactory for quick evaluations. If the application requires only an approximate pulse
width value, then an autocorrelator is sufficient. However, with the broad range of appli-
cations of ultrashort pulses, spanning multiple fields including Chemistry and Biology, to




Simply imaging the nonlinear signal to the entrance slit of a spectrometer turns an
autocorrelator into a FROG [42, 18, 87, 86]. Instead of recording the signal intensity for
each delay, one has to record spectrum of the nonlinear signal for each delay. Therefore,
the output of FROG is a two-dimensional image (referred to as FROG trace), which has























Figure 2: An experimental FROG trace
As opposed to an autocorrelator, in a FROG setup, the slow detector is placed at the
output of the spectrometer. Therefore, the detector does not read the square of the signal
field, but it records the square of the Fourier transform of signal electric field. Hence, the









where Esig(t, τ) is the signal electric field, the explicit expression of which depends on the
nonlinearity used. For second harmonic generation (SHG), for example:
Esig(t, τ) = E(t)E(t− τ) (3)
By a quick observation of FROG trace expression, as in equation 2, one can see that
the pulse phase information is not lost! It is rather “signatured” in the FROG trace. This
is the most important distinction of FROG from an autocorrelator.
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Remember that autocorrelation was a one-dimensional plot, providing 2N data points
(with an additional spectrum measurement) in an attempt to retrieve N intensity and N
phase points. As we have seen in section 1.1, this is not only ambiguous, but also very
sensitive to noise. On the other hand, a FROG trace has N × N data points, essentially
over-determining the pulse electric field [101, 94].
As equation 2 clearly shows the dependence of the trace on pulse phase, pulse phase
information is not lost in a FROG measurement . However, it cannot be directly solved for,
either. This means that, we cannot use an analytical expression to directly extract the phase
from the FROG trace. Instead, an iterative algorithm needs to be used. Fortunately, the
two constraints, the nonlinearity and FROG trace data, are sufficient to uniquely determine
the pulse intensity and phase.
The conventional FROG algorithm is called “generalized projections” [19]. This al-
gorithm starts with an initial guess. Given the nonlinearity used in the experiment, it
generates the nonlinear signal for the initial guess (a function of time and delay). Then, the
Fourier transform of this signal field is taken (a function of frequency and delay). At this
point, the data constraint is used: The magnitude of the Fourier transform is replaced with
the magnitude from the experimental trace. Then the resultant field is inverse Fourier trans-
formed, to complete one loop of the algorithm. After several iterations, the field converges
to the real answer. With the retrieved field variables, usually another trace is reconstructed
(to be referred in this document as “retrieved trace”). The difference between the original
and retrieved traces gives what is called “FROG error”, a criteria of the quality of the mea-
surement. FROG algorithm is shown to converge even for very complicated pulse shapes
[34, 35]. With the recent improvements on the algorithm, the retrieval can update approx-
imately 20 traces per second (for not too complicated pulses), which essentially operates
real time [41], yielding an “ultrafast oscilloscope”.
1.3 Single-shot FROG
In order to acquire a FROG trace, we need to get signal spectrum for each delay. Also,
in order to observe the nonlinear signal generated by the pulse and its replica, they need
7
to overlap both in time and in space, and they should stay overlapped during the scan
of the delay. Moreover, the overlap should happen in a relatively tight focus, to increase
conversion efficiency. These are the most important factors that makes the setup of FROG
difficult to align. Furthermore, the multi-shot behavior of the setup also requires long term
stable lasers. If the pulses change shot to shot, then the multi-shot FROG trace will be an
averaged data. This may not be desirable at all times.
Even when the pulse output is stable, not all of the ultrashort lasers have a high rep-
etition rate. Many ultra-high-power ultrafast laser systems has to operate at very low
repetition rates. Acquiring a FROG trace for such a laser will require an inconveniently
and unpractically long time.
These issues requires a solution that allows us to measure single pulses. One approach to
the solution to this problem is “single-shot autocorrelation” [87], which can also be applied
to FROG to develop a “single-shot FROG” [43, 20]. Single-shot FROG (or autocorrelation)
utilizes the fact that crossing two beams at an angle in space automatically maps delay onto
transverse position. This is illustrated in Figure 3. Due to crossing at an angle, the two
pulses arrives at different times with respect to each other, along the transverse dimension.
This geometry brings several simplifications to FROG’s setup. First of all, scanning the
delay (with a translation stage) is no longer necessary. Secondly, single-shot FROG requires
focusing to a line (with cylindrical optics) rather than to a spot, the line focus being in the
transverse delay direction. Aligning two beams at a line focus is much easier than doing
so at a point focus. Data acquisition is also much easier in single-shot FROG. One can
directly map the nonlinear signal to the entrance slit of an imaging spectrometer, in such a
way that delay is in the direction of the slit. Then, at the output slot of the spectrometer,
a CCD can be used to directly capture the FROG trace.
In short, this single-shot geometry of FROG has many advantages over the traditional
multi-shot geometry. It allows measuring single pulse (as long as the pulse energy is enough).
It is also experimentally much simpler. The compromise in single-shot FROG is the sensi-
tivity. Since the beams are crossed to a line, rather than a point, the intensity at focus is
lower. Therefore, the nonlinear conversion efficiency is also lower, reducing the sensitivity
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Figure 3: Crossing two beams at an angle maps delay onto position.
(weakest measurable pulse energy) of the device.
Single-shot FROG also requires a fairly clean spatial profile laser beam. Since the delay
is mapped to transverse position, if there is any transverse intensity variation, this will cause
and additional weighting on the second harmonic signal, biasing the experiment (note that
this is not a problem in multi-shot FROG). This, usually is not a big issue, however, since
most ultrafast sources emit light close to TEM00 spatial mode. The Gaussian spatial profile
of these lasers may also cause extra weighting, and this can be avoided by expanding the
beam and making the measurement over the flat region of the beam. Alternatively, if
desired, this effect can also be taken into account in the post processing. Finally, spatial
filtering techniques [12] can also be used if the spatial mode of the beam is not sufficiently
uniform.
1.4 GRENOUILLE
Single-shot FROG is a very robust and reliable measurement technique, and compared to
multi-shot FROG, its setup is simple. However, it still requires considerable alignment
effort, and the apparatus takes up a relatively large space. However, O’Shea et.al. showed
that it is possible to build a single-shot SHG FROG device for measuring ultrashort laser
pulses that consists entirely of only four or five optical elements, and it is so simple that,
once set up, it never requires realignment. This variation of FROG is called GRENOUILLE
(GRating-Eliminated No-nonsense Observation of Ultrafast Laser-Light E-Fields) [65], and
it is the simplest ultrashort pulse, intensity and phase measurement device to date.
GRENOUILLE involves two innovations. First, a Fresnel biprism replaces the beam
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splitter and delay line in a FROG. Second, a thick crystal replaces the thin crystal and
spectrometer in a FROG, yielding a very simple device. Specifically, when a Fresnel biprism
(a prism with an apex angle close to 180 degrees) is illuminated with a wide beam, it
spatially splits the beam into two beamlets and crosses these beamlets at an angle as in
conventional single-shot FROG beam geometry, in which the relative beam delay is mapped
onto horizontal position at the crystal (See Figure 4). But, better than conventional single-
shot geometries, the beams here are automatically aligned in space and in time by the
Fresnel biprism, a significant simplification. Then, as in standard single-shot geometries,
the signal at the output face of the crystal is imaged onto a CCD camera, where the signal
is detected vs. position (i.e., delay) in the horizontal direction.
FROG also involves spectrally resolving the pulse after it has been time-gated by itself.
GRENOUILLE (See Figure 4) combines both of these operations in a single thick SHG
crystal. As usual, the SHG crystal performs the self-gating process: the two pulses cross in
the crystal with variable delay. But, in addition, the thick crystal has a very small phase-
matching bandwidth, so the phase-matched wavelength produced by it varies with angle.
Thus, when the beam is tightly focused cylindrically, the beam will be incident on the
crystal with range of angles. Due to narrow phase-matching bandwidth of the crystal, only
a very narrowband portion of the pulse will phasematch at a particular angle. However,
overall, the entire pulse spectrum will be phase matched, in such a manner that the second
harmonic frequency is mapped to angle. And this was precisely the purpose of using a
spectrometer in FROG, i.e. the thick crystal also acts as a spectrometer.
The first cylindrical lens must focus the beam into the thick crystal tightly enough to
yield a range of crystal incidence (and hence exit) angles that is large enough to include
the entire spectrum of the pulse. After the crystal, a cylindrical lens then maps the crystal
exit angle onto position at the camera, with wavelength a near-linear function of (vertical)
position. The resulting signal at the camera is a single-shot SHG FROG trace with delay
running horizontally and wavelength running vertically.
The standard FROG retrieval algorithm can be run on the output of GRENOUILLE
without need of an alteration. The whole setup of GRENOUILLE is very compact and very
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Figure 4: Top and side view of GRENOUILLE.
easy to align. And it can be used to measure intensity and phase of even fairly complicated
pulses.
Although its setup is very simple, the design of GRENOUILLE requires significant
effort and theoretical/experimental study [63]. One of the key issues in GRENOUILLE
is the crystal thickness. In almost all pulse measurement devices that includes nonlinear
optics, the phasematching bandwidth of the nonlinear crystal used must be larger than the
pulse bandwidth, in order to avoid weighting on the signal due to conversion efficiency.
Ordinarily, achieving sufficient phase-matching bandwidth is equivalent to minimizing the
group-velocity mismatch, GVM: the fundamental and the second harmonic pulses must
overlap in the entire SHG crystal length, L. This condition can be written as: GVM×L ¿ τp
, where τp is the pulse length, GVM ≡ 1vg(λ0/2) − 1vg(λ0) , vg(λ) is the group velocity
at wavelength λ, and λ0 is the fundamental wavelength. For GRENOUILLE, however,
the opposite condition is necessary; the group velocity mismatch times the crystal length
must be much larger than pulse length (equivalent to the condition that phase matching
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bandwidth of the crystal is much smaller than the pulse bandwidth):
GVM× L À τp (4)
which ensures that the fundamental and the second harmonic cease to overlap well before
exiting the crystal, for it to act as a frequency filter.
On the other hand, as every pulse measurement technique requires, the crystal must
still not be too thick, or group-velocity dispersion (GVD) will cause the pulse to spread in
time and become distorted:
GVD× L ¿ τc (5)
where GVD ≡ 1vg(λ0−δλ/2) − 1vg(λ0+δλ/2) , δλ is the pulse bandwidth, and τc is the pulse
coherence time (∼ the reciprocal bandwidth, 1/∆ν), a measure of the smallest temporal
feature of the pulse. Since GV D < GV M , this condition is ordinarily already satisfied in
conventional FROG by the usual GVM condition. However, in GRENOUILLE, the GVD
condition is opposite and must be considered separately. Combining these two constraints,
we have:
GVD× (τp/τc) ¿ τp/L ¿ GVM (6)
Therefore, there exists a crystal length L that satisfies these conditions simultaneously if:
GVM/GVD À TBP (7)
where we have taken advantage of the fact that τp/τc is the time-bandwidth product (TBP)
of the pulse. Equation (7) is the fundamental equation of GRENOUILLE and it will be
used as a starting point whenever the device is going to be extended to a different pulse
regime.
Equation 7 also dictates that, a GRENOUILLE device can only be designed to operate
in a range of pulse widths (or bandwidth). Therefore, it is of great practical use to display
the range in which a certain GRENOUILLE design can be used. This can be done easily
since GVD and GVM can be computed given the Sellmeier formula for a crystal. After
doing so, we can incorporate equations 6 and 7 in one plot over a desired range of pulse
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Figure 5: Applicable range of GRENOUILLE with different crystal lengths.
(set by GVD) and lower bandwidth limit (set by GVM) of a GRENOUILLE device, with
different crystals thicknesses. GRENOUILLE can operate in the shaded regions, only. If the
input pulse has more bandwidth than the upper line, than the input pulse will be distorted
by GVD in the crystal. If the input pulse has its bandwidth less than the lower line, the
spectral resolution of the crystal will not be sufficient to resolve the pulse spectrum. Similar
plots can also be made in pulse width, instead of bandwidth [63].
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CHAPTER II
PARAMETERIZATION AND MEASUREMENT OF
SPATIAL CHIRP IN ULTRASHORT PULSES
This chapter originally appeared as two papers:
Xun Gu, Selcuk Akturk and Rick Trebino, “Spatial chirp in ultrafast optics”, Optics
Communications 242, 599-604 (2004) [33]
and
Selcuk Akturk, Mark Kimmel, Patrick O’Shea, Rick Trebino, “Measuring spatial chirp
in ultrashort pulses using single-shot Frequency Resolved Optical Gating”, Optics Express
11, 68-78 (2003) [5]
2.1 Spatio-temporal distortions
The space and time dependencies of an ultrashort pulse’s electric field are often assumed
to be separable into independent functions. This assumption fails when coupling occurs
between the pulse electric field’s space and time dependencies, and this is referred to as
a spatio-temporal distortion. Such distortions are common in ultrafast optics because the
generation, amplification, and manipulation of ultrashort pulses all involve the deliberate
introduction and (it is hoped) subsequent removal of massive spatio-temporal distortions
[22]. While it is generally desired that the resulting pulse be free of such distortions, im-
proper alignment is common, and as a result, ultrashort pulses are often contaminated with
spatio-temporal distortions. Indeed, the broadband nature of ultrashort pulses makes them
particularly vulnerable to these distortions. When such pulses are utilized in applications,
these distortions often erode temporal resolution, reduce intensity, and cause a wide range
of other problems.
The most common such distortion is angular dispersion, which is usually deliberately
caused by the use of a dispersive element such as a prism or grating. Angular dispersion is
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useful because it yields negative group-velocity dispersion (GVD) [57, 31, 27], as opposed
to positive GVD introduced by normal dispersive materials. The propagation of ultrashort
pulses through glasses (lenses etc.) is usually unavoidable and this causes the pulse’s fre-
quency components to spread in time (referred to as “chirping”), stretching the pulse length.
Due to negative GVD provided by angular dispersion, inverted prism and/or grating pairs
cancel GVD introduced by materials and act as pulse compressors. Same geometry can also
be used as a pulse stretcher, when stretching is needed instead of compression, as in the
case of chirped pulse amplification [45].
In a prism/grating pair, after the second prism or grating, angular dispersion is usually
zero, but another spatio-temporal distortion remains -spatial chirp- in which the pulse
center frequency varies transversely across the beam. Propagation through another inverted
pair of prisms or gratings, placed as mirror image of the first, removes the spatial chirp
too, and in theory, both the resulting angular dispersion and spatial chirp are then zero.
Unfortunately, these devices (and most other devices involving such elements) have strict
alignment requirements, and, as a result, some residual angular dispersion and/or spatial
chirp often remain in the output pulse. Worse, even when it is small, residual angular
dispersion causes the spatial chirp to increase by mere propagation.
2.2 Spatial chirp in ultrafast optics
A beam with “spatial chirp” has its different frequency components separated in space
transverse to the propagation direction. It is a very common and often undesirable
spatio-temporal distortion in ultrafast optics and can be introduced by many routine
operations in ultrafast laser labs. For example, a beam passing through an element with
angular dispersion, such as a prism or a grating, experiences angular dispersion, causing
different frequency components to propagate at different k-vectors. Immediately after
propagation, the frequency components naturally separate in space, resulting in spatial
chirp. A second prism or grating, aligned anti-parallel to generate negative group-delay
dispersion [57], removes the angular dispersion, but significant spatial chirp remains (See
Figure 6). Although using the prism/grating pair in a double-pass arrangement can
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eliminate spatial chirp in the output beam, small and almost inevitable misalignments
often allow some residual spatial chirp to remain in the beam. Other common practices in
a lab, such as propagating beam through a tilted substrate (See Figure 6), also introduce
spatial chirp.
Figure 6: Generation of spatial chirp in a prism pair (left), tilted substrate (right)
On other occasions, researchers deliberately separate different frequency components
spatially, such as in Fourier-synthesis pulse shaping [39, 98]. In this technique, a lens (or
curved mirror) is placed one focal length away from a grating (or prism) in a telecentric
configuration, mapping frequency to position, that is, introducing spatial chirp, at its focal
plane (See Figure 7). At this point, a “phase modulator” (can be a deformable mirror,
acusto-optic modulator, liquid crystal modulator etc.) sets a desired delay between the
frequency components, essentially “shaping” the spectral phase of the pulse, which in turn
will result in the desired temporal pulse shape. Obviously, the accuracy of pulse shaping
depends on the degree of spatial chirp at the focal plane, on which extensive studies have
been carried out [98, 97, 96]. Other applications of spatial chirp include the suppression of
longitudinal mode competition [15, 58] in the laser design.
The twenty-first century has seen intensified interest in the spatio-temporal analysis of
ultrashort-pulse beams. Numerous methods have been proposed to measure spatio-temporal
characteristics of an ultrafast laser beam [75, 25, 24, 30, 84, 5, 4, 70]. To study these spatio-
temporal effects, clear and unambiguous definitions of the various coupling parameters are
undoubtedly required. Particularly, discussions on spatial chirp, one of the most common
spatio-temporal coupling effects, have in the past been mostly confined to specific devices
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Figure 7: f-f Fourier-synthesis pulse shaper
[97, 96, 58, 53, 54, 85, 26, 62], and its definition has been somewhat arbitrary and vague in
the literature. In this chapter, we attempt to clarify the meaning of this term. Specifically,
we show that there are two different definitions of spatial chirp, which we refer to as “spatial
dispersion” and “frequency gradient.” Which definition to use depends on the situation.
For Gaussian beams and pulses, we find the relationship between these two parameters to
be analogous to that between the parameters describing temporal chirp in the time and
frequency domains.
We begin with the case where no spatial chirp is present, and the amplitude of the
electric field at position x and frequency ω (defined as frequency offset from the center
frequency of the beam) can be written in the form:
E (x, ω) = Ex (x)Eω (ω) (8)
where the spatial amplitude Ex (x) and the spectral amplitude Eω (ω) are completely sep-
arate functions.
An equivalent representation of a general spatio-temporal ultrashort-pulse beam is the
space-time Wigner function [67], which is defined as:


























The space-time Wigner function is a four-dimensional real-valued distribution function,
which carries the same information about the ultrashort-pulse beam as the complex spatio-
temporal (or spectral) field expression. The various two-dimensional marginals of the space-
time Wigner function are the expressions of pulse-beam intensity in these domains. The
space-time Wigner function is quite a powerful tool in the study of ultrafast beams, as
an individual optical element can be described by a 4 × 4 matrix (to the first order in
variations), and Wigner functions after these elements can be easily transformed with these
matrices. This is especially powerful when propagation through many elements is to be
modelled. However, in our analysis, we choose not to use them, because this work only
involves studying the beam intensity in space and frequency. For that purpose, the simpler
spatio-spectral field expression is a more appropriate tool.
In the presence of spatial chirp (here we assume that it exists in one transverse spatial
dimension x only, generalization to include y direction is trivial), E (x, ω) becomes an
inseparable two-variable function, where the spatial and spectral dependences are coupled.
We can easily measure the spatio-spectral intensity profile of the spatially chirped beam
by sending the beam into an imaging spectrometer with a two-dimensional detector (e.g. a
CCD camera) on its output image plane, as depicted in Figure 8. Fields sampled at different
points along the entrance slit of the spectrometer are spectrally resolved onto different rows
of the camera image, resulting in a trace of intensity in the ω domain. With linear spatial
chirp, the center frequency will vary across the slit, as a result the spatio-spectral intensity
profile will appear tilted. Figure 9 shows a typical intensity plot of an experimental beam
with spatial chirp.
Obviously, the degree of spatial chirp can be characterized by measuring the tilt of the
x−ω trace. However, there is a subtlety in this measurement, namely, that there are two
intuitive, but different, ways of measuring the tilt of the trace in the x−ω plane. The first
involves measuring the center frequency, ω0 , of each spatial slice, which yields a function
ω0 (x). The slope of the ω0 (x) function, υ ≡ dω0dx is a natural measure of spatial chirp,
which we will call the frequency gradient. The other means of parameterization involves
measuring the beam center position, x0, of each frequency component, which yields the
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Figure 8: Measuring spatial chirp using an imaging spectrometer.
function, x0 (ω) . Its slope ζ ≡ dx0dω is also a valid measure of spatial chirp, which we
will call the spatial dispersion. Both parameters characterize the spatial chirp, and very
importantly, they are not trivial reciprocals of one another.
In Figure 9, the blue line indicates the ω0(x) function, which determines frequency
gradient, and the black line the x0(ω) function, which determines spatial dispersion. As
clearly seen from the figure, the blue and black lines do not overlap, indicating that frequency
gradient and spatial dispersion are not reciprocals of each other. In the absence of spatial
chirp, both parameters are zero.
A few researchers have been aware of this subtlety of spatial chirp parameterization.
Ohmae et al. have noted the difference between the ω0 (x) and x0 (ω) curves in their analy-
sis of a Martinez-type multi-pass pulse stretcher, and their particular ray-tracing calculation
yields the x0 (ω) result [62]. However, there has been no previous work published on the gen-
eral relationship between the two spatial chirp parameters, which is necessary background
for the increasingly important research on spatio-temporal distortions. We will devote the
rest of the paper to this issue and will draw an analogy between spatial chirp and temporal
chirp at the end, which we believe will shed new light on their physical implications.
First, we would like to point out that in most cases spatial chirp is introduced through
angular dispersion; therefore, spatial dispersion is often the more fundamental of the two
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Figure 9: Experimentally measured spatio-spectral intensity profile of a spatially chirped
beam.
definitions. When a beam with angular dispersion β = dθ0dω propagates through a distance
L, the induced change in spatial dispersion is:
∆ζ = Lβ (10)
which is completely determined by the optical system only. Frequency gradient, on the
other hand, is affected indirectly. As can be seen later, the change of the frequency gradient
depends not only on the optical system, but on the parameters of the input beam and
pulse as well. It is in this sense that spatial dispersion is a more fundamental parameter
of spatial chirp in its generation, manipulation and removal, although frequency gradient is
often more useful in the intended application of spatial chirp. In short, both quantities are
important.
The relationship between frequency gradient and spatial dispersion is in general com-
plicated, in that it depends on the spatial mode profiles of all the constituent frequency
components, and the shape of spectrum. A common assumption is to assign all the fre-
quency components the same spatial mode profile, which we will write as Ex (x). We will
also write the complex spectral amplitude of the beam as Eω (ω). Then the field expression
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at position x and frequency ω in the beam can be written in terms of spatial dispersion ζ
as:
E (x, ω) = Eω (ω) Ex (x− ζω) (11)
We will focus on the simplest possible case, which is a Gaussian spectrum and a Gaussian
spatial profile for all the frequency components. Namely,















where ∆ω is the frequency bandwidth of the beam (1/e amplitude half width) and ∆x is
the beam width of a particular frequency component.
The spatio-spectral field amplitude for a pulse with spatial dispersion is then















We may reorganize the two exponential functions, and write the field in terms of fre-
quency gradient υ . The expression becomes


































is the locally reduced frequency bandwidth due to spatial chirp, available at any particular











is the increased overall beam width due to spatial chirp.
Equation 15 describes the relationship between the frequency gradient υ and the
spatial dispersion ζ . Note that they are not reciprocals of each other. In fact, they
are asymptotically reciprocals only when spatial dispersion ζ ≡ dx0dω is much larger than
∆x
∆ω . If spatial dispersion ζ is very small, on the other extreme, the two parameters are
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actually proportional. For a given beam width ∆x and frequency bandwidth ∆ω, frequency





when ζ ≡ dx0dω = ∆x∆ω . Figure
10 shows the relationship of frequency gradient and spatial chirp with ∆x = 1.0mm and
∆ω = 0.094rad/fs, the conditions for the experimental trace in Figure 9.
Figure 10: Theoretical plot of frequency gradient vs. spatial dispersion.
The distinction between the two definitions of spatial chirp is quite analogous to that
between the definitions of temporal chirp in time and frequency domains. We can describe
a linearly chirped Gaussian pulse either in the time domain,















or equivalently in the frequency domain,
Ẽ (ω) =
∣∣∣Ẽ (ω)















The two expressions are a Fourier transform pair.
The physical significance of temporal chirp parameters φ2 and ϕ2 can be viewed as
such: In the time domain, −φ2 is the derivative of instantaneous (angular) frequency ω0 ≡
−dφ(t)dt = −φ2t with respect to t. On the other hand, in the frequency domain, ϕ2 (often
called group-delay dispersion) is the derivative of group delay t0 ≡ dϕ(ω)dω = ϕ2ω with
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respect to ω. Parameters φ2 = −dω0dt and ϕ2 = dt0dω are two different, but equivalent,
parameters describing temporal (spectral) chirp in the time/frequency domains, just as
parameters ζ = dx0dω and υ =
dω0
dx are the parameters describing spatio-temporal chirp in the










which follows from the Fourier transform and is remarkably similar to the relationship
between ζ and υ (Eq. 16) for the case of spatial chirp.
The experimental process that introduces temporal chirp determines whether φ2 or
ϕ2 is the fundamental parameter. For example, propagation through a linear dispersive
material will add phase term to the electric field in frequency domain, leaving the spectrum
unchanged. The field in the time domain, found by inverse Fourier transform, will then show
pulses that are temporally longer (or shorter). On the other hand, self-phase modulation
adds a φ2 phase term in the time domain, leaving the temporal intensity unchanged. Fourier
transforming to the frequency domain will then yield a broader spectrum.
Likewise, the various occurrences of spatial chirp require a consideration of one spatial-
chirp parameter or the other. For example, in pulse shaping, frequency gradient determines
the mapping of spatial modulation to spectral modulation. However, other optical devices,
including pulse stretchers and compressors, are best modelled using spatial dispersion. From
our definition, we can see that the two parameters are related in a complicated way, in-
volving both the beam width and the frequency bandwidth. Indeed, there is a maximum
frequency-gradient value one can achieve with given pulse and beam parameters. Know-
ing the relationship between these two parameters should help achieve better control of
experimental conditions involving spatial chirp.
To conclude this section, we have proposed and compared two definitions of spatial chirp,
namely, spatial dispersion and frequency gradient. We derived the relationship between
the two parameters, and we find it analogous to that between the two quadratic-phase
parameters characterizing temporal chirp in the time/frequency domains.
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2.3 Measuring spatial chirp in ultrashort pulses using
single-shot Frequency Resolved Optical Gating
2.3.1 Introduction
Because their generation involves considerable spatio-temporal manipulations, ultrashort
laser pulses commonly suffer from spatio-temporal distortions. Probably the most common
such distortion is spatial chirp, in which the average wavelength of the pulse varies spatially
across the beam. Devices such as pulse compressors (see Figure 11), which are standard in
essentially all ultrafast lasers and apparatuses, deliberately introduce massive amounts of
spatial chirp, only to-in principle-remove it afterward. After two prisms, the beam lacks
angular dispersion, but has considerable linear spatial chirp. While the next two prisms
of a pulse compressor (or the beam reflected back on with a mirror), in principle, remove
this effect, in practice they typically do not completely do so unless aligned perfectly. One
cause of this distortion is that the first and last prism separations may not be equal. Using
only two prisms and a mirror or mirrors to reflect the beam back on itself guarantees that
the relevant prism separations are equal, but there are other causes of spatial chirp in pulse
compressors even in such a simple two-prism arrangement: the beam may be diverging
or converging while inside the device, or the prisms may be arranged at slightly different
angles. As a result, the beam emerging from a pulse compressor is frequently contaminated
with spatial chirp.
Figure 11: A four-prisms pulse compressor.
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Worse, spatial chirp has many additional causes, including even optics that would seem
beyond suspicion. For example, a window with a slight wedge, as is required for laser output
couplers (to avoid feedback from the back surface), causes angular dispersion, which also
imparts spatial chirp in the beam, and the further that the beam propagates from the optic
the more spatial chirp. This is especially problematic in the most broadband (that is, the
shortest) pulses. Even a simple tilted plane-parallel window yields unavoidable spatial chirp
(Figure 6). Thus, simply placing a (usually 45-degree) pick-off mirror in the beam causes
spatial chirp in the transmitted beam.
If a pulse has spatial chirp, experiments performed with it will yield inappropriate re-
sults. For example, each individual ray along the beam will contain only a fraction of the
full pulse spectrum, and hence won’t be as short as would be possible if the pulse possessed
the full spectrum of the beam. Also, spectroscopic experiments performed with spatially
chirped pulses will involve both exciting and probing with spatially varying wavelength,
which could easily confuse their interpretation. Even worse are the potential effects of spa-
tial chirp on a laser-induced-grating experiment. If the grating is induced with a spatially
chirped pulse and its spatially reflected replica (i.e., a pulse that has experienced, for ex-
ample, one more or one less reflection), it will be a stationary grating (as expected) in the
beam center, but a moving grating at the edges due to the different center wavelengths of
the two beams creating the grating in these regions. The moving grating will wash out due
to its motion, in addition to excited-state decay. Such a grating will appear shorter-lived
than might otherwise be imagined.
Despite its commonness and ubiquity, there has not been much diagnostics proposed for
spatial chirp. A spatially resolved spectral measurement, in principle, suffices, but aberra-
tions in spectrometers can mimic this effect, so such measurements are not routinely made.
Researchers have also used spatially resolved spectral interferometry [69] and spatially re-
solved SPIDER (Spectral Phase Interferometry for Direct Electric Field Reconstruction)
[40, 25], but these interferometric methods are difficult to align. SPIDER is also experi-
mentally very complex and has within its apparatus a pulse stretcher, which significantly
disperses the beam and requires very careful alignment or it will introduce spatial chirp
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itself. Also, spectral interferometry requires high stability of the absolute phase of the pulse
to be measured. While the latter two methods have measured the full intensity and phase
vs. one spatial co-ordinate (not just the spatial chirp), it is important to develop a device
for measuring spatial chirp in ultrashort laser pulses that is simple, easy to use, reliable,
artifact-free, and accurate.
In this note, we report such a device. Remarkably, it is a familiar one: any single-shot
second-harmonic-generation frequency-resolved-optical-gating (SHG FROG [43]) device, in-
cluding the extremely simple FROG device we recently reported for measuring an ultrashort
pulse’s intensity and phase vs. time, GRENOUILLE [65]. We will show that, without a
single modification, single-shot FROG and GRENOUILLE yield the pulse spatial chirp,
in addition to the intensity and phase vs. time. Specifically, the ordinarily symmetrical
(unsheared) SHG FROG trace develops a shear in the presence of spatial chirp, which is
proportional to the spatial chirp.
Even better, the inversion formula is very simple. First note that a single-shot SHG
FROG maps delay onto position and hence yields a plot of intensity vs. frequency and
position, and a spatio-spectral diagnostic for spatial chirp involves a similar plot. As a
result, the FROG-trace shear is naturally related to the spatial chirp. This technique also
works for higher (odd) orders of spatial chirp. And we show that the effects of spatial chirp
may be removed from the FROG trace, and the pulse intensity and phase can be determined
in the usual manner. The retrieved intensity and phase may then be modified taking into
account the spatial chirp, and a spatio-temporal measurement of the pulse obtained for a
spatially chirped pulse.
2.3.2 Theory of spatial chirp in single-shot FROG measurements, such as
GRENOUILLE
Figure 12 shows the effect of spatial chirp on single-shot FROG trace. Two spatially chirped
pulses are crossed at an angle in the SHG crystal. This yields variable delay mapped onto
transverse axis. The crystal yields the autocorrelation signal of the pulse for the purpose
of measuring its intensity and phase vs. time. However, spatial chirp causes a variation of
the autocorrelation signal wavelength vs. distance (i.e., vs. delay). This yields a shear in
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Figure 12: Spatial chirp in single-shot SHG FROG.
the SHG FROG trace proportional to the magnitude of the spatial chirp.
To see this mathematically, we begin with the usual expression for an SHG FROG trace,


















In single-shot FROG techniques, two replicas of the pulse are crossed at a large an-
gle, and delay is mapped onto position, τ = αx, where α = 2 sin(θ/2)/c. This yields:
ISHGFROG(ω, αx).
Now if we allow the pulses to have spatial chirp (or, in particular, frequency gradient:
υ ≡ dω0dx ) in a single-shot SHG FROG set up, we must replace ω0 with a spatially dependent


















which can be written in terms of ISHGFROG(ω, αx):
ISHGFROG(ω − 2υx, τ) (25)
Since, in single-shot FROG techniques, delay is mapped onto position, τ = αx, the
single-shot SHG FROG trace of a pulse with spatial chirp will be:
ISHG sp chFROG (ω, τ) → ISHGFROG(ω − 2υx, αx) (26)
This expression shows that the SHG FROG trace, which is normally symmetrical with
respect to delay, ISHGFROG(ω,−αx) = ISHGFROG(ω, αx) , develops shear in the presence of spatial
chirp and no longer exhibits such symmetry. Because no other effect is known to cause such
an asymmetry, this is a simple and clear indicator of spatial chirp.
GRENOUILLE [65] is a type of single-shot FROG measurement, but it (like single-shot
FROG methods that involve mirrors inserted halfway into the beam) involves spatially
splitting the beam in two, rather than splitting the beam with a beam splitter. In other
words, the left side of the beam gates the right side of the beam, rather than the entire
beam gating itself. The effect of spatial chirp on a GRENOUILLE trace is shown in Figure
13). A spatially chirped pulse enters the Fresnel biprism from the left. The Fresnel biprism
splits the pulse into two, which then cross in the SHG crystal. While the crystal yields the
autocorrelation signal of the pulse for the purpose of measuring its intensity and phase vs.
time, spatial chirp causes a variation of the autocorrelation signal wavelength vs. distance.
This yields a shear in the GRENOUILLE trace proportional to the magnitude of the spatial
chirp. Note that the slopes in both single-shot SHG FROG and GRENOUILLE are exactly
the same. Therefore, the mathematical analysis that we did for single-shot FROG also
works for GRENOUILLE.
Since GRENOUILLE uses a Fresnel biprism, it also introduces spatial chirp. However,
not only it is very small compared to other sources (since the apex angle is very close to
1800), but also it has no effect on the measurements since it is symmetric with respect to
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Figure 13: Spatial chirp and GRENOUILLE.
propagation direction. Note that this derivation also holds for all odd (i.e., higher) orders
of spatial chirp. On the other hand, even orders of spatial chirp will produce symmetrical
distortions in the trace and would be confused for pulse distortions in time and hence require
another (yet-to-be-invented) technique for their identification.
2.3.3 Trace Shears in Single-Shot SHG FROG, GRENOUILLE, and Spatio-
Spectral Plots
Measuring the spectrum vs. one spatial co-ordinate for a pulse yields a spatio-spectral plot.
If the pulse has spatial chirp (e.g. frequency gradient), ω(x) = ω0 + υx, this plot will be
sheared with slope υ. This is the most obvious way to measure the spatial chirp. Now,
we can also compute the slope of the SHG FROG (or GRENOUILLE) trace vs. position.
(We usually describe FROG and GRENOUILLE measurements in terms of the delay, but
single-shot measurements map delay onto position, and position is the more natural unit
for discussions of spatial chirp.) Simple examination of the expression for the sheared SHG
FROG trace of a pulse with spatial chirp (26 shows that its frequency vs. position shear
is ωave(x) = 2υx. However, the position ‘x′ here is not beam transverse coordinate as in
the case of spatio-spectral plots, but is instead the crystal transverse coordinate. They
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are simply related by a factor of cos(θ/2), where θ is the beam crossing angle. So, the
SHG FROG trace slope is 2υ/ cos(θ/2) . Since the cosine factor is approximately unity, the
frequency gradient-induced slope of the FROG trace is approximately twice the frequency
gradient and twice that of the spatio-spectral trace when plotted vs. frequency. When
plotted vs. wavelength, recall that the SHG FROG trace occurs at the second harmonic.
Converting from frequency to wavelength, a factor of 2 must be included, reducing the slope
of the FROG trace by a factor of 4 and yielding a new ratio of 1/2, rather than 2, for traces
plotted vs. wavelength.
2.3.4 Experiment
To introduce variable amounts of spatial chirp into a pulse, we modified the usual prism
pulse compressor, placing mirrors between last two prisms, deflecting the pulse to two
additional mirrors mounted on translation stage (see Figure 14). By translating the latter
two mirrors, we were able to align and (deliberately) misalign the compressor, obtaining
positive, zero, or negative spatial chirp. Also, we aligned the compressor so that the
angular dispersion was close to zero in all of our measurements, although we do not believe
that the presence of angular dispersion would alter our results.
Figure 14: Modified prism pulse compressor can be used to introduce the desired amount
of spatial chirp.
Using this setup, we performed pulse measurements for various amounts of spatial chirp
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using GRENOUILLE. We determined the spatial-chirp parameter, υ, from the measured
GRENOUILLE trace from the linear slope of the trace (wavelength vs. delay) using the
approach described in the previous section. We also made independent measurements of the
spatial chirp parameter, υ, from a spatially resolved spectral measurement using a carefully
aligned imaging spectrometer.
Figure 15 shows GRENOUILLE traces and spatio-spectral plots of pulses with different
amounts of spatial chirp for some of the experiments we have performed. As seen in the
figures, when the spatial chirp is increased, the shear of the GRENOUILLE traces increase
along with the shears of the spectra. These figures nicely illustrate the effect of spatial
chirp on experimental GRENOUILLE traces. The GRENOUILLE traces also get wider in
the delay axis as our setup to introduce spatial chirp also introduces GVD.
Figure 15: Experimental GRENOUILLE traces and spatio-spectral plots.
For a quantitative analysis, we calculated the slopes of both the GRENOUILLE traces
and spatio-spectral plots. As shown in Figure 16, the slopes obtained from GRENOUILLE
traces correlate very nicely with the slopes of spatio-spectral plots. The dependance also
seems linear, but exact behavior is to be discussed at the end of this chapter. As a result,
these measurements experimentally confirm that GRENOUILLE can reveal and measure
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Figure 16: Slopes of GRENOUILLE traces and corresponding spectrum vs. position
slopes for various amounts of spatial chirp.
spatial chirp. And it does so without doing a single alteration in its setup. This provides
a practical and reliable alignment of pulse compressors used in ultrafast laser laboratories.
Recall that the same device also measures the pulse intensity and phase!
Retrieving the pulse intensity and phase from a spatially chirped beam requires some
attention. Theoretically, single-shot FROG traces (including GRENOUILLE traces) are
always symmetric with respect to delay. Therefore, directly running the algorithm on a
sheared (due to spatial chirp) trace will result in a high FROG error. Therefore, what can
be done, instead is to remove the shear from the trace first, and then run the algorithm on
it. The retrieved field, then, will be a good approximation to the field in the absence of
spatial chirp.
However, in the presence of spatial chirp, due to lateral translation of frequency
components, the effective pulse bandwidth is reduced, lengthening the pulse. What
GRENOUILLE measures is this lengthened pulse, and even though the the trace shear
reveals spatial chirp, by removing the shear and running the FROG algorithm, we will find
the field of the pulse of the same length and temporal shape as it would be measured at
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any particular point in the beam, but it is not the pulse if all the frequency components in
the beam were synthesized.
2.4 Rigorous theory of GRENOUILLE measurements of
spatial chirp
While the analysis of spatial chirp diagnostic with GRENOUILLE, described in the previ-
ous section, holds very nicely for qualitative arguments, certain difficulties arise for more
quantitative analysis. As we show in section 2.2, there are two different forms of spatial
chirp, and such an intuitive description and simple distortion retrieval are only valid for
pulses having the form of spatial chirp that we call frequency gradient, in which the pulse
center frequency (ω0) depends on transverse position (x). It is more common, however,
for pulses to be contaminated with a different type of spatial chirp, which we call “spatial
dispersion,” in which the beam center position (x0) depends on frequency (ω). In fact, a
pulse compressor (as we used in our experiments) introduces spatial dispersion as a free
parameter, and frequency gradient will depend on the pulse parameters. The resulting
distortion to the single-shot FROG or GRENOUILLE trace in the presence of spatial dis-
persion is more complicated, which prevents one from retrieving spatio-temporal distortions
in a simple manner (in contrast to traces contaminated with frequency gradient).
In addition, in the mathematical analysis of the earlier sections, we did not study the
effect of phase in detail. However, in presence of spatial chirp, the phase will also be a
function of position, potentially affecting the measurement. This situation is most dramatic
in the presence of third order spectral phase. If a pulse has both spatial chirp and third
order spectral phase, not only the center frequency varies linearly with position, there is
also a quadratic change in pulse arrival time (linear spectral phase term), and also a linear
change in the temporal chirp (quadratic spectral phase term) with position. This is easily
seen from the distorted field in frequency domain. A pulse with third order phase and
spatial chirp can be written as:

















Since, due to spatial chirp, the center frequency varies along x direction, it will be
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informative to reorganize equation 27 as:



















where ωx = ω − υx is the position dependent center frequency.
It is well know that, linear phase term in frequency domain corresponds to simply a
shift in the arrival time. Since the ωx term in equation 28 is quadratically proportional
to x, the pulse will have a parabolic arrival time (parabolic pulse-front) in the x position.
Furthermore, the quadratic phase term has a linear x dependance, which corresponds to
a linear variation of temporal chirp across x, in the time domain. Because of these new
distortions in the pulse, the analysis shown in Figure 13 ceases to be adequate. The shear
becomes a more complicated function of the pulse parameters.
A rigorous mathematical treatment of this will make use of a more general
GRENOUILLE trace expression [32]. As it is not possible to derive analytical expressions
for pulses with a complicated structure (like third and higher order phase in time domain),
the best approach is to use computer simulations. Figure 17 shows experimental and
simulated results of GRENOUILLE trace of a pulse with spatial dispersion and third order
phase. It can be seen in both traces that the center of mass of the traces are not simple lines.
Figure 17: Simulated (left) and experimental (rigt) GRENOUILLE traces for a pulse that
has spatial chirp and third order phase.
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The qualitative match of the experiment and simulation as shown in Figure 17 encour-
ages that it should be possible not only to reveal, but also measure spatial chirp from a
distorted GRENOUILLE trace. Wang et.al. show that this is possible by changing the
core of GRENOUILLE retrieval algorithm [93]. In their work, they establish a rigorous
GRENOUILLE model in the presence of spatio-temporal distortions. Using this model, the
GRENOUILLE trace of an arbitrary input spatio-temporal field can be calculated. They
then demonstrate a new FROG retrieval algorithm capable of accurately retrieving both the
pulse temporal characteristics and spatio-temporal distortion parameters from the distorted
GRENOUILLE trace. Such an algorithm involves a major modification of the current com-
mercial FROG pulse-retrieval programs. The details of the extension of the FROG retrieval
algorithm to spatio-temporal distortions requires an extensive analysis and it is beyond the
scope of this thesis (see [93] for details) .
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CHAPTER III
MEASURING PULSE-FRONT TILT IN ULTRASHORT
LASER PULSES
This chapter originally appeared as a paper by the author:
Selcuk Akturk, Mark Kimmel, Patrick O’Shea, Rick Trebino, “Measuring pulse-front
tilt in ultrashort pulses using GRENOUILLE”, Optics Express 11, 491-501 (2003) [4]
3.1 Introduction
Because their generation involves considerable spatio-temporal manipulations, ultrashort
laser pulses commonly suffer from spatio-temporal distortions. The most common such
distortions encountered in ultrafast laser laboratories are angular dispersion, spatial chirp
and pulse-front tilt. Spatial chirp is the tendency of pulses to have the redder colors on one
side of the beam and the bluer colors on the other, and it results from prism pairs and tilted
windows, as shown in the previous chapter. Pulse-front tilt involves the pulse group fronts
(intensity contours -instantaneous position of the peak of the pulse-) tilting with respect to
the perpendicular to the propagation direction. In a very general sense, it results from the
group velocity being different than phase velocity.
We have recently shown that single-shot second-harmonic-generation frequency-resolved
optical gating (SHG FROG) and its experimentally very simple version, GRENOUILLE,
easily measure the pulse spatial chirp [5], which is revealed as a shear (tilt) in the otherwise
symmetrical measured FROG trace (see chapter 2 for details). As with spatial chirp, the
main source of pulse-front tilt is devices such as pulse compressors or stretchers, which are
standard in essentially all ultrafast lasers and apparatuses. Propagation through a disper-
sive device causes different frequency components of the beam to propagate at different
angles, that is, angular dispersion, which also causes pulse-front tilt [11] (see Figure 18).
Therefore, devices like pulse compressors, which, if not aligned correctly, introduce angular
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Figure 18: Elements that introduce angular dispersion also introduce pulse-front tilt.
dispersion, also introduce significant pulse-front tilt. In principle, a second prism with its
inner surface perfectly parallel to that of the first prism completely removes the angular
dispersion and pulse-front tilt introduced by the first. However, even minor non-parallelism
or beam divergence leaves residual angular dispersion and pulse-front tilt. Devices like pulse
compressors use four identical prisms and often yield pulse-front tilt at the output unless
aligned perfectly. In two-prism configurations, which use only two prisms and a mirror
or mirrors to reflect the beam back on itself, the beam may be diverging or converging
while inside the device, causing slight shifts in angle of incidence, and hence pulse-front tilt.
There are other possible sources of pulse-front tilt, like slightly wedged optical components.
As a result, beams used in ultrafast laser laboratories are frequently contaminated with
pulse-front tilt (and angular dispersion).
Indeed, since ultrashort pulses can be very broadband, pulse-front tilt can be significant
and problematic. Probably the most significant problem is that pulses with pulse-front
tilt are temporally broader than pulses without pulse-front tilt, and the assumption that
temporal and spatial evolutions are independent ceases to be valid. Other problems arising
due to pulse-front tilt include pulse frequency shifts and spatial profile variations [54].
Although pulse-front tilt occurs most of the times in a residual manner and needs to be
avoided, there are a few cases where tilted pulse-fronts can actually be useful. One case is
“travelling wave excitation (TWE)” [10, 44, 82]. Normally, in ultrashort lasers, amplified
spontaneous emission (ASE) limits strongly the overall conversion efficiency. TWE uses tilt
of a pulse-front of the pump with respect to the propagation direction of the signal pulse, in
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an ultrashort laser cavity. In this configuration, the gain medium is inverted in synchronism
with the propagating signal light, leaving practically no time for ASE.
Another exploitation of pulse-front tilt is demonstrated in achievement of group ve-
locity matching of three-wave mixing (optical parametric amplification, for example) in a
birefringent crystal [79]. In this case, the phase velocity of the interacting waves are matched
using the birefringence of the crystal, and non-collinearly propagating the interacting waves.
Group velocities are then matched using pulse-front tilt; Tilting the pulse-fronts of the in-
teracting waves in a way that they have the same group velocity projection along a common
axis. This match makes possible more-efficient mixing of short light pulses, and it permits
efficient mixing of chirped or broadband light.
Whether it is desired or not, pulse-front tilt has to be measured, so that it is controlled
when to be exploited, and it is eliminated when it is unwanted. However, despite its
ubiquity and potential for mischief in ultrafast experiments, pulse-front tilt is not commonly
measured, and only a few diagnostics have been proposed for it. The best existing method,
“Spectrally resolved interference (SRI)” [88], is an interferometric method utilizing the
spatial fringes formed when two beams cross at an angle. In this method, angular dispersion
is actually measured and pulse-front tilt due to angular dispersion can easily be calculated
[11]. In the setup of the SRI, the pulse (which has angular dispersion) and its replica is
combined and sent to a spectrometer. Normally, when two monochromatic light waves cross
at an angle, fringes are generated in transverse position and the fringe separation is inversely
proportional to the crossing angle. When it has angular dispersion, a broadband light will
have different propagation angles for different wavelengths. Therefore, at the output of
the spectrometer, the fringe separation will vary with the wavelength. The setup can be
adjusted such that at a particular wavelength, the propagation angles are the same and
the fringe separation is infinity. Then, by tilting one of the input beams and measuring
the shift of the wavelength for parallel fringes, angular dispersion can be measured. This
method provides high precision measurement, but, like other interferometric measurements,
it requires good temporal coherence and involves considerable labor for its alignment.
A simpler measurement of angular dispersion (and pulse-front tilt due to it) using an
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imaging spectrometer is also demonstrated [47]. In this method, the pulse with angular
dispersion is focused to the entrance slit of an imaging spectrometer, such that different
propagation angles are mapped to position along the entrance slit. Therefore, at the output,
a CCD will detect a tilted spectrum, which indicates and measures angular dispersion.
Although this method yields a quick analysis, it fails dramatically if the pulse also has
spatial chirp, which is very likely due to angular dispersion.
Researchers have also used spatially resolved spectral interferometry [69] and spatially
resolved SPIDER [40, 25], but these interferometric methods are also difficult to align and
to keep aligned. SPIDER is also experimentally very complex and has within its apparatus
a pulse stretcher, which significantly angularly disperses the beam and requires very careful
alignment or it will itself introduce spatio-temporal distortions, including pulse-front tilt.
In order to measure spatio-temporal characteristics, a Michelson interferometer also needs
to be added to the setup (to generate spatial shear), which makes it even more complicated.
In addition, spectral interferometry requires high stability of the absolute phase of the pulse
to be measured.
Adjustment of pulse-front tilt with a modified single-shot autocorrelator has also been
suggested [75, 70] and is available commercially as a “tilted-front-pulse autocorrelator”.
This device is often used in practice for revealing pulse-front tilt and adjusting the elements
that cause it. However, it not only suffers from ambiguities in temporal intensity (and it
does not measure the phase [87]), but also it only indicates the presence of pulse-front tilt
qualitatively; it does not provide quantitative measurement of it or yield its sign.
In this note, we report a device for measuring pulse-front tilt that is simple, easy to
use, reliable, artifact-free, and accurate. As in a previous publication [5], where we showed
that GRENOUILLE [65] measures spatial chirp as well as the intensity and phase-without
a single modification-here we show that GRENOUILLE also measures pulse-front tilt, and
again it also does so without a single modification in its setup. Indeed, GRENOUILLE can
measure both of these distortions both accurately and simultaneously-and in addition to
the pulse intensity and phase.
This works because GRENOUILLE is a very symmetrical device, in which the pulses
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necessarily cross in space and time, typically at the center of the crystal, which can be
made to coincide with the center of the CCD camera. Therefore, pulses without pulse-
front tilt will generate their maximum-intensity second-harmonic signal at the center of the
crystal (at zero relative delay). This also centers the trace on the camera. The effect of
pulse-front tilt is then to move the traces off to one side or the other of the crystal. And
the shift from the center of the crystal is proportional to pulse-front tilt angle. Since no
other effect is known to cause such a shift, GRENOUILLE traces unambiguously reveal
and measure pulse-front tilt and its relative, angular dispersion [11]. This means that
GRENOUILLE, despite its ultrasimple apparatus, easily reveals a wide range of ultrashort-
pulse characteristics: intensity and phase vs. time, spectrum and spectral phase, spatial
chirp, and pulse-front tilt. And the apparatus can be easily bypassed, allowing the camera
used for these measurements to easily reveal the beam spatial profile, too.
3.2 Theory of pulse-front tilt in GRENOUILLE measure-
ments
We begin by showing that, although standard arrangements of single-shot SHG FROG
measures spatial chirp, it does not measure pulse-front tilt. The usual expression for SHG
FROG traces is similar to that for GRENOUILLE [87], so, to see the effect of pulse-front










In single-shot FROG, the effect of pulse-front tilt is to add a position-dependent time
t(x) = px, where p is pulse-front tilt parameter, which can be expressed as p = δt/δx. Then
the SHG FROG trace becomes:
ISHG pftFROG (ω, τ) =
∣∣∣
∫∞




where we have omitted the complex exponentials that will vanish when the magnitude is
















This indicates that, for single-shot SHG FROG, pulses with tilted fronts yield the same
expression as pulses without pulse-front tilt, and hence the single-shot SHG FROG trace
does not depend on, that is, does not measure, the pulse-front tilt. Figure 19 shows this
pictorially: Pulses without pulse-front tilt (shown in green) yield traces centered on the
crystal, where zero relative delay occurs. Pulses with pulse-front tilt (shown in red), also
yield traces centered at the same point. Therefore, single-shot SHG FROG does not distin-
guish pulse-front tilt (Magnitude of tilt exaggerated for clarity.). This is also true of other
FROG beam geometries. Pulse-front tilt does, however, change the delay calibration, so
this must be taken into account (using a reference double-pulse with known pulse separation
as a calibration, as is commonly done).
However, GRENOUILLE is slightly different. Unlike SHG FROG, which usually uses
a partial reflector to split the beam in two, GRENOUILLE splits the same pulse from the
center (one side of the beam gates the other). As a result, in GRENOUILLE, pulse-front
tilt introduces an extra average delay, +τ0, in one pulse and an average advance +τ0 in the





















′) exp[iω0 t′] E(t′ − 2τ0 − τ) exp[iω0 t′] exp[−iω t′] dt′
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2
= ISHGFROG(ω, τ + 2τ0)
(34)
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Figure 19: Effect of pulse-front tilt in single-shot SHG FROG.
This last expression clearly indicates that pulses with tilted fronts yield GRENOUILLE
traces that are shifted (on the delay axis), compared to pulses without pulse-front tilt
(Figure 20). Pulses without pulse-front tilt yield traces centered at the crystal, where zero
relative delay occurs. However pulses with pulse-front tilt , cause the zero relative delay to
be off to the side of the crystal.
It is possible to align the device so that the second-harmonic signal produced by pulses
without pulse-front tilt is centered on the CCD camera. Therefore, any shift of the trace
from the center can be attributed to pulse-front tilt, since no other effect causes such an
asymmetry in GRENOUILLE traces. Note also that this result is independent of the pulse
intensity and phase; the method is general.
The most straightforward way to align GRENOUILLE for pulse-front tilt measurement
is as follows: An arbitrary femtosecond pulse is first measured with GRENOUILLE. Then
the same pulse is measured with either the pulse or the GRENOUILLE flipped in a direction
perpendicular to plane of pulse-front tilt (since the device is so compact, it is actually easier
to flip it, rather than the pulse). The midpoint between the trace centers of the two
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Figure 20: Measuring pulse-front tilt with GRENOUILLE
measurements yields the absolute center of the CCD and hence the crystal. Note that this
evaluation does not require a pulse-front tilt free pulse.
There is also a very small amount of pulse-front tilt imposed in each beam by the biprism,
but it is of opposite sign for the two beams and does not introduce any trace displacement
and hence does not bias the measurement. It does affect the delay calibration, but this
is taken into account by the standard delay calibration methods [100] and hence does not
affect the measurement.
3.3 Numerical evaluation of the pulse-front tilt and extrac-
tion of the intensity and phase from a shifted trace
The shift of the trace from the center of the crystal reveals pulse-front tilt in the beam. It
is also possible to extract the numerical value of pulse-front tilt from the amount of shift











where L is the separation between Fresnel biprism and second harmonic crystal, and x is








This equation shows that the numerical value of pulse-front tilt is directly proportional to
the amount of shift and the distance between the crystal and Fresnel biprism.
Finding the amount of shift and using Eq. 37 yields the pulse-front tilt, p. The shift
can be found in several ways, but, for traces with Gaussian intensity profile, the peak of the
trace can be found by a Gaussian fit at the central spectrum. Then the amount of shift is
found simply by extracting the central delay from this value (note that, for GRENOUILLE,
delay and position are proportional [87]). The pulse-front tilt can then be removed from
the trace by simply translating to the center, which yields true GRENOUILLE trace for
E(t):
ISHGFROG(ω, τ) = I
SHG pft
FROG (ω, τ − 2τ0) (38)
The resulting trace is now the best estimate for the actual trace-and hence the pulse-in
the absence of pulse-front tilt. The SHG FROG algorithm can then be run on the now
symmetrical (centered) trace, yielding the pulse intensity and phase in the absence of pulse-
front tilt. The pulse-front tilt can then be added back into the retrieved pulse, reproducing
the pulse with the appropriate amount of pulse-front tilt. Note that a pulse with pulse-
front tilt will typically be longer due to the concomitant angular dispersion and its spectral
lateral walk-off [54]. The spectral lateral walk-off reduces the effective available bandwidth
at a given point, thus increasing the pulse width.
The pulse can then be reconstructed using the retrieved intensity and phase and includ-
ing the measured pulse-front tilt. Specifically, if the FROG algorithm returns an intensity,
I(t), and phase, φ(t), then the pulse-front-tilted pulse field will be given by:
E(x, t) =
√
I(t + px) exp[i(t + px)ω0 − iφ(t + px)] (39)
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3.4 Experiment
Probably the easiest way to introduce variable amounts of pulse-front tilt into an ultrashort
pulse is to use a single prism (or grating) at different angles of incidence. We have performed
one set of experiments using this method. However, this method only achieves large values
of pulse-front tilt and in only one direction, so we have performed another set of experiments
by using a “modified pulse compressor,” which is a standard pulse compressor with one of
the prisms placed on a rotation stage. As mentioned earlier, any amount of non-parallelism
(or, in our case, deviation from the angle of minimum deviation) causes pulse-front tilt.
Therefore, with this setup, we can deliberately misalign and align the pulse compressor to
get zero, positive, or negative pulse-front tilt.
While there is little or no subtlety in our techniques for generating or measuring pulse-
front tilt, there is a major subtlety in understanding it in real laser beams. For Gaussian
beams, pulse-front tilt changes as the pulse propagates (i.e., diverges or converges) [54, 89].
The change in the tilt depends on the beam parameters (spot size, the distance between
the dispersive element and the beam waist, and the distance between the dispersive element
and the observation point). And, depending on these parameters, this change can be very
significant (See Figure 21. A 690 apex-angle fused-silica prism is used for calculation.). It
can usually be neglected only for very well collimated beams.
The subtlety originates from two approaches of defining angular dispersion [89]. It can be
defined as the angle between propagation direction of two different frequency components.
Or alternatively, it can be defined as the angle between phase fronts of different frequency
components. While these two quantities are same for plane waves, they differ for waves with
non-planar phase front, as in the case of Gaussian laser beams (which has circular phase
fronts). This difference is illustrated in Figure 22. Since pulse-front tilt is proportional to
the second definition of angular dispersion, we will focus on that. The relation between the












(d + α2s)2 + z2R
(40)
where d is the distance between beam waist and prism; s is the distance between prism and
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Figure 21: Theoretical dependence of the pulse-front tilt on angle of incidence for plane
waves (blue curve) and Gaussian beams (other colored curves).
Figure 22: The subtlety in the definition of angular dispersion as explained in [89].
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observation point; w is the beam width and zR is the Rayleigh range.
In our experiments, due to small beam size and long propagation distances, the diver-
gence of the beam could not be neglected. Therefore, for all of the theoretical plots in
this work, it was necessary to take into account the Gaussian behavior of the beam and its
effects on the pulse-front tilt, as shown in equation 40. We used 4× 4 ray-pulse matrix ap-
proach developed by [46] to find the theoretical results. For the sake of brevity, we omit our
detailed calculations of the pulse-front tilt in our experiments, which included the change
in pulse-front tilt with propagation, and which essentially mirrors that found in [89, 55, 46].
In our measurements, we used a GRENOUILLE device supplied by Swamp Optics, which
incorporated a 1680-apex-angle Fresnel biprism, various lenses, and 3 − mm thick BBO
crystal. The calibration was as follows; for a 256 × 240 array, delay axis was 7.12fs/pix,
and wavelength axis was 0.139nm/pix.
Figure 23 shows measured GRENOUILLE traces for pulses with various amounts of
pulse-front tilt, generated using our modified pulse-compressor (with a high resolution rota-
tion stage under one of the four prisms). Note the significant variation of the displacement of
the trace along the delay axis as the pulse-front tilt varies, as predicted by our theory. Note
also the traces also possess shear, due to spatial chirp (part of spatial chirp is of course due
to angular dispersion), but as we have shown in our previous note [5] and this one, effects of
pulse-front tilt and spatial chirp on GRENOUILLE traces affect the GRENOUILLE trace
in independent ways and so are easily both measured simultaneously. Therefore, existence
of spatial chirp in the trace does not affect pulse-front tilt measurements.
Figure 24 shows a comparison of the measured pulse-front tilt using GRENOUILLE the
theoretical pulse-front tilt for a pulse emerging from our modified pulse compressor, plotted
as a function of the prism angle of incidence. There is very good agreement between the
two curves. Note also that, GRENOUILLE easily measures even small amounts of pulse-
front tilt, such as occurs when the prism angle is at angle of minimum deviation, and zero
pulse-front tilt is obtained, which corresponds to the case of the pulse-compressor being
considered to be “aligned.”
Figure 25, on the other hand, shows an analogous plot that we obtained by using a
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Figure 23: Measured GRENOUILLE traces for pulses with very negative, slightly negative,
























Figure 24: Theoretically predicted pulse-front tilt and the experimentally measured pulse-

























Figure 25: Measured and theoretically predicted pulse-front tilt generated with a single
fused silica prism.
single 690 apex angle, fused-silica prism (Pulse-front tilt is always negative in this case).
We again, have good agreement between the GRENOUILLE measurements and the theory.
GRENOUILLE can measure pulse-front tilt with high sensitivity. Using a Gaussian fitting
to the intensity profile of the trace to find the center, we obtained a sensitivity in the
measurement of pulse-front tilt of 0.05fs/mm, which corresponds to a sensitivity in the
measurement of angular dispersion of 0.12µrad/nm. This sensitivity is even better than
that reported using spectrally resolved interference (SRI) [88] (the sensitivity was reported
to be 0.2µrad/nm in that note). However, SRI, in principle, measures arbitrary orders of
pulse-front tilt, whereas GRENOUILLE can measure only the first order.
The fact that GRENOUILLE can measure pulse-front tilt with high sensitivity provides
us the opportunity to align pulse compressors with a high sensitivity as well. We were able
to align our prism pulse compressor with a sensitivity (in one prism angle of incidence)
of 0.025 degrees. With such accuracy, this device should provide practical and reliable
alignment of pulse compressors used in ultrafast laser laboratories.
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3.5 Retrieval of pulse in the presence of pulse-front tilt
We also performed a preliminary test of our approach for determining the full spatio-
temporal intensity and phase vs. time and position for a pulse with linear pulse-front
tilt. Figure 26 shows the measured and retrieved GRENOUILLE traces for a pulse with
pulse-front tilt, after the shift of the trace is taken out. The input pulse width was 123.5 fs
FWHM. After the traces centered at zero delay (to remove pulse-front tilt) the pulse length
is retrieved to be 125.1 fs FWHM. Notice the broadening of the pulse due to the narrower
spectrum. The FROG error is 0.0038 (for a 128x128 array) for this measurement.
In conclusion, we have demonstrated that the experimentally simple version of single-
shot SHG FROG, GRENOUILLE, measures, not only the pulse temporal intensity and
phase and spatial chirp, but also the pulse-front tilt. The trace shift from the center of
symmetry is directly proportional to pulse-front tilt. The GRENOUILLE trace determines
the full spatio-temporal characteristics of a pulse with pulse-front tilt.
Figure 26: Measurement of the intensity and phase of a pulse with pulse-front tilt.
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CHAPTER IV
PULSE-FRONT TILT CAUSED BY SPATIAL AND
TEMPORAL CHIRP
This chapter originally appeared as a paper by the author:
Selcuk Akturk, Xun Gu, Erik Zeek and Rick Trebino, “Pulse-front tilt caused by spatial
and temporal chirp”, Optics Express 12, 4399-4410 (2003) [2]
4.1 Introduction
As explained in the previous chapters, space-time coupling or so called spatio-temporal
distortions are very common in ultrafast optics because the generation, amplification, and
manipulation of ultrashort pulses all involve the deliberate introduction and (only in prin-
ciple) subsequent removal of them.
Angular dispersion is probably the most common space-time coupling effect because
of frequent usage of dispersive elements like prisms and/or gratings. One important use
of angular dispersion is spectral resolving as implemented in spectrometers. However, in
ultrafast optics, angular dispersion is especially useful because it yields negative group-
velocity dispersion [27, 31, 57], inherently opposite of normal material dispersion. Therefore,
inverted prism and/or grating pairs act as pulse compressors/stretchers. Pulse compressors
(Figure 11) are usually designed in such a way that at the output, all of the angular
dispersion (and other spatio-temporal distortions) are compensated. Unfortunately, this
requires very strict alignment. As a result, some residual angular dispersion remain usually
in the output pulse, which translates to spatial chirp as worked out in detail in chapter 2.
Apart form spatial chirp, angular dispersion also yields another spatio-temporal dis-
tortion: pulse-front tilt (see Figure 27 left). In fact, it is generally thought that angular
dispersion and pulse-front tilt are equivalent phenomena i.e. the presence/absence of one
requires the presence/absence of the other. This was proved using geometrical ray-tracing
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Figure 27: Two sources of pulse-front tilt. Left: The well-known angular dispersion.
Right: The combination of spatial and temporal chirp.
by Bor et.al. [11] and Hebling [36], in which plane waves are always considered. Another
more general proof using Fourier transform was given by Dorrer et.al. [25]. Specifically, a
beam with pulse-front tilt can be written as:
E (x, z, t) = Exz (x, z) Et (t− px) (41)
where p is the pulse-front tilt. We have suppressed the y-dependence and assumed that,
apart from pulse-front tilt, E (x, z, t) has no coupling of its coordinates, so it can be sepa-
rated into Exz (x, z) and E (t). (This is a more rigorous expression than that given in Ref.
[25].) Simply Fourier-transforming from the x − t domain to the k − ω domain and using
two applications of the Shift Theorem, we have:
ˆ̃E (kx, kz, ω) =
ˆ̃Ekxkz (kx − pω, kz) ˆ̃Eω (ω) (42)
which is a beam with angular dispersion. Specifically, dkx/dω = p , or the angular dispersion
is dθ0/dω = p/k0, where θ0 is the propagation angle, and k0 is the nominal wave-number
in vacuum.
While the above proof seems quite fundamental, we show in this work that angular
dispersion and pulse-front tilt are not equivalent, and we provide an additional (and rather
common!) source of pulse-front tilt, in which no angular dispersion occurs. We point out
that the “proof” of angular dispersion/pulse-front tilt (AD/PFT) equivalence only holds for
fields of the above form, and our counter-example incorporates a beam with spatial chirp,
which cannot be written in the above form.
Specifically, to see how PFT can easily occur in the absence of AD, consider an initially
transform-limited, but spatially chirped, finite-size beam-with no angular dispersion-passing
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through a dispersive medium (see Figure 27, right). Due to the group-velocity dispersion
in the medium, the redder side of the beam emerges from the medium earlier than the
bluer side, resulting in PFT in the output beam. Because no angular dispersion exists, this
obviously violates the well-known AD/PFT equivalence.
In the recent years, there have been several works that considered PFT and AD.
Geometrical-optical modeling of AD in ultrashort pulses was performed using plane waves
in [48]. Bor and Racz [10] showed that position-dependent delays of the pulse front occur
at the output of a two-prism pulse compressor, but they did not note the violation of the
AD/PFT equivalence. The most comprehensive work on spatio-temporal distortions with
dispersive elements is that of Martinez [54], who considered PFT in an angularly dispersed
beam with finite beam size. Martinez derived the modified expression of PFT in this case,
but did not appear to realize that his finite-beam correction is indeed due to the combined
effect of temporal chirp and spatial chirp (SC), both results of beam propagation with AD.
4.2 Angular dispersion and pulse-front tilt in the presence
of spatial chirp
The linear optical elements that we need to consider (prisms, gratings etc.) here do not
alter the spectral intensities of frequency components. They rather spatially manipulate
each frequency. Therefore, it is best to model both of the effects in Figure 27 using an
expression in the x−ω domain. For the electric field of a pulse with linear SC and AD, we
can write:







where k0 is the nominal wave-number, ω is the offset from the center angular frequency,
and q is the complex q parameter of a Gaussian beam:
q (z) = (z + d) + i
πw2
λ





where d is the position of the beam waist and w is the spot size. The SC and AD are
parameterized by ζ ≡ dx0dω , and β ≡ dθ0dω respectively, where x0 is the beam center position
of the ω-component of the beam and θ0 is the propagation angle of this component.
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Throughout this work, we concentrate on spatio-temporal distortions in the x-direction
only and therefore neglect the beam’s y-dependence. Generalization to both x and y de-
pendencies is straightforward.
We assume a Gaussian spectrum with linear chirp:














where ϕ(2) is the second order spectral phase, often referred as “group delay dispersion”,
and τ20 is the transform limited HW1/e pulse width.
For a well collimated beam, we can write:




Using these expressions, Eq. 43 becomes:




















Here, we would like to point out, as shown in chapter 2, there are two related, but
different, definitions of spatial chirp. We can either define spatial chirp as the spatial
dispersion ζ ≡ dx0dω , where x0 is the beam center position of the ω-component, or equivalently
define it as the frequency gradient υ ≡ dω0dx , where ω0 is the mean frequency at position
x. These quantities are not reciprocals of each other, and the relationship between and for







Using the frequency gradient υ , Eq. 47 may be rewritten as




































2 is the local transform-limited pulse width, increased from τ0 due to the
reduced locally available bandwidth.
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After some reorganizing,



























x (ω − υx)
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(50)
Various terms in equation 50 can be understood in terms of physical quantities. The first
exponential is the usual Gaussian beam transverse (x) profile, with the spot size increased.
The second exponential is a spatial phase term. The third exponential yields the position
dependent spectrum. The Fourth exponential is the phase term proportional to ω2, which
is the chirp term. And finally the last expression is a phase term which is linear not only
in frequency ω, but also in position x. The linear phase in w domain is nothing but a
shift in time. The additional linear dependence to position dictates that the time of arrival
depends on the position!. This is very important observation in the explanation of failure
of the AD/PFT equivalence. This is explained below in more detail and more qualitatively.
The frequency dependence in Eq. 50 is familiar, namely a linearly chirped pulse, and
can be easily inversely Fourier-transformed into the time domain:
































































































Even though it seems a bit complicated, equation 52 is easy to interpret. f (x) gives
the spatial evolution, which is not too much different than the regular Gaussian beams,
with addition of a spatial phase term. Equation 54 gives the temporal pulse width, which
is spread from the Fourier transform limited value, τ0 due to two sources: spatial chirp and
group delay dispersion. Equation 56 is the temporal chirp, which describes instantaneous
frequency vs. time. And most important to our considerations, t0 in equation 53 is the
coupling between spatial coordinate x and time.
We identify t0 as the pulse-front (maximum intensity contour) arrival time, and the




The PFT angle -the angle between the pulse front and the propagation direction z- is
then given by
tanψ = pc (58)
From Eq. 53, it is easy to see that, for an ultrashort-pulse beam with Gaussian spectrum
and Gaussian spatial profile, the PFT is
p = pAD + pSC+TC (59)
where
pAD = k0β (60)
pSC+TC = ϕ(2)υ (61)
This is the key result of this paper. PFT, in general, consists of two terms. The first
term pAD is the well known angular-dispersion term, as derived by Bor et al. [11] and
Hebling [36]. The second term is a PFT effect caused by the combination of SC, which is
characterized by the frequency gradient υ and temporal chirp, which is characterized by
group-delay dispersion ϕ(2) . This new PFT effect is clearly the cause of the PFT in the
scenario shown in Figure 27 (right), in which no AD exists.
This additional source of PFT is not in violation of the proof in Section 1 that purports
to show the equivalence of AD and PFT. Equations 41 42, after all, are simply an exercise
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in Fourier transforms. Rather, the proof of equivalence is simply not sufficiently general
because the forms of Eqs. 41 and 42 specifically preclude the presence of SC in the pulse.
Fourier transforming Eq. 41 with respect to t yields a field in the x−ω domain of the form:
Ẽ (x, z, ω) = Exz (x, z) Ẽω (ω) exp (−ipxω) (62)
But the presence of SC in the form of spatial dispersion requires an expression in the x−ω
domain of the form:
Ẽ (x, z, ω) = Exz (x− ζω, z) Ẽω (ω) exp (−ipxω) (63)
that is, some additional coupling of x and ω beyond the simple complex exponential. An
example of this coupling is Eq. 43. The presence of SC in the form of frequency gradient
requires an expression in the x− ω domain of the form:
Ẽ (x, z, ω) = Exz (x, z) Ẽω (ω − υx) exp (−ipxω) (64)
Again, this requires coupling of x and ω beyond the simple complex exponential of Eq. 62.
In other words, the derivation of AD/PFT equivalence given in [25] specifically suppresses
the presence of spatial chirp, and is therefore nor general.
It is also important to note that these two sources of PFT have subtle physical effects on
the pulse, beyond simply tilting the pulse front. AD causes different frequency components
to propagate at different angles, resulting in tilt of both the pulse fronts (contours of equal
intensity) and the phase fronts (contours of equal phase). On the other hand, simultaneous
spatial and temporal chirp tilts the pulse front, while leaving phase fronts of constituent
frequencies untilted. This point is very important in the measurement of the two effects.
Also, some techniques purport to measure PFT, but in fact measure AD, and vice versa.
4.3 Propagation of ultrashort-pulse beams with angular dis-
persion and spatial chirp
Eqs. 50 and 51 give the expressions of the electric field in frequency and time domains at
a particular longitudinal position z0. In this section, we propagate the field to an arbitrary
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position z, and discuss how the spatial-temporal coupling parameters, including SC and
PFT, evolve. To accomplish this, we use the Fresnel-Kirchoff integral formula [37, 12, 78, 76]:
















We start from an initial field at z0 = 0,



























Substituting Eq. 66 in Eq. 65, we obtain:
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Eq. 67 then simplifies to:




























Note that this is exactly in the form of Eq. 47, with the spatial dispersion and group-
delay dispersion parameters substituted by the z-evolved values:
ζ (z) = ζ0 + βz (70)
ϕ(2) (z) = ϕ(2)0 − k0β2z (71)
The physical meanings of these results are obvious. Eq. 70 describes the increase of
spatial dispersion with propagation due to AD. As the pulse propagates, different colors in
the pulse become increasingly separated from each other. Eq. 71 describes the introduction
of negative group-delay dispersion (GDD) due to AD, which is the theoretical basis of
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pulse compressors. Using the evolved values of spatial dispersion and GDD, the results in
the previous section can applied to obtain the evolution of other spatial-temporal coupling















The generalized theory of spatio-temporal coupling in ultrashort-pulse beams can also
be derived analogously using the matrix formalism introduced by A. G. Kostenbauder [46].
This is described in the last section of this chapter.
4.4 Experiment
In the previous sections, we showed that simultaneous spatial and temporal chirp cause PFT,
even in the absence of AD. In this section, we describe an experimental demonstration of
these theoretical results. Our experimental setup is shown in Figure 28. We used a prism
pair to introduce SC in the beam. Identical Brewster prisms aligned anti-parallel were
used to ensure that angular dispersion was eliminated after the second prism (as will be
explained later, this does not put a critical alignment condition on our setup. Residual
angular dispersion does not affect the result and can easily be detected). The beam then
entered an imaging spectrometer with the direction of the spatial chirp along the entrance
slit. A CCD camera on the exit plane of the spectrometer measured the spatio-spectral
intensity profile of the beam. From this trace, we could either measure the slope of the
beam center position vs. frequency, which yields the spatial dispersion ζ, or the slope of
the center frequency vs. position, which yields the frequency gradient υ. The same beam
was also sent to a Swamp Optics GRENOUILLE [87, 65], which measured both the GDD
and the PFT with high sensitivity [4]. (GRENOUILLE also reveals SC as explained in
chapter 2 [5], but a spatially resolved high-resolution spectrometer measurement has higher
sensitivity for SC.) Other sensitive methods of measuring PFT have also been demonstrated
[88, 89] but they in fact measure AD. As a result, they could not be used for our purposes.
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Figure 28: Apparatus to introduce constant spatial chirp, variable temporal chirp and no
angular dispersion.
Interferometric techniques can also be used to measure PFT [25, 69] but we did not prefer
them due to their experimental complexity.
In short, our setup (see Figure 28) introduced constant SC with no AD. Translating one
of the prisms in and out of the beam adjusted the temporal chirp in the usual manner.
GRENOUILLE measures the PFT as a shift of the center of the trace along the delay
axis [4]. Therefore, by translating the prism in and out of the beam (adding and removing
material and hence adjusting the temporal chirp of the output beam), we expect to see a
change in the shift of the center of the trace. Figure 29 shows some of the experimental
GRENOUILLE traces for different values of temporal chirp. These traces clearly show that,
although no AD is present, the beam possesses a significant amount of PFT that results
from spatial and temporal chirp. This qualitatively demonstrates our theory.
More quantitatively, Eq. 55 shows that the slope of PFT p vs. GDD ϕ(2) yields the
frequency gradient υ. Figure 30 shows such a plot. We measured the slope of this plot to
be 8.78 × 10−3(rad × fs−1)/mm). The value of the frequency gradient measured by the
spectrometer is 8.87×10−3(rad× fs−1)/mm), (dλ0dx = 3.01nm/mm) in excellent agreement
with the other measurement.
As we proposed earlier, residual AD does not affect these results. If there is some
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Figure 30: Experimental measurements (plus-sign symbols) of pulse-front tilt for different
amounts of GDD. The red line shows the linear fit.
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residual AD (from whatever source) in the beam that goes in the GRENOUILLE (Figure
28, then this would cause some additional PFT. However, this contribution to PFT does
not vary with temporal chirp. Therefore, the only effect of this will be an offset of zero
point PFT in the plot of Figure 30. The slope will not change. The amount of the offset
can also be used to evaluate PFT that results from AD.
4.5 Matrix approach to show pulse-front tilt from simulta-
neous spatial and temporal chirp
We have shown above that simultaneous temporal and spatial chirp causes PFT even in the
absence of angular dispersion. Here, we provide an alternative derivation using the matrix
formalism introduced by Martinez [55, 56] and extended by Kostenbauder [46].
Even though the wave optical analysis that we used earlier in this chapter is sufficient
to prove our results, the matrix method has some advantages over it. The most significant
advantage of using matrix approach is that, each element in a complicated setup can be
associated to a matrix. The matrix for the whole system will be simply the product of the
individual matrices in the correct order. The spatio-temporal distortions can easily be seen
form this single matrix.
2× 2 matrices (commonly referred as ABCD Matrices) have been used for many years
[37] for ray optical analysis of complex optical systems, like laser cavities [78] . These ma-
trices model the variations on the ray position (from the optical axis) and angle (deflection
from the optical axis) caused by linear optical elements. To apply this method to femtosec-
ond optics, however, some modifications are needed. Martinez [55] introduced 3×3 matrices
to take into account the frequency dependence. Kostenbauder [46] generalized this method
further by including the time dependence, resulting in 4× 4 matrices for the linear optical
elements.
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Specifically, an optical system that introduces spatial and temporal chirp can be de-
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1 L 0 2πζ
0 1 0 0
0 −2πζ/λ0 1 2πϕ(2)




where ζ is spatial dispersion and ϕ(2) is the GDD.
Matrix K can be obtained either by calculating the system ray-pulse matrix for a two-
prism pulse compressor separated by L or for a fictitious system that introduces only spa-
tial chirp followed by a dispersive slab of thickness nL (where n = n(ω) is the index of
refraction). In both cases, GDD is the total GDD due to both the material and angular
dispersions. Note that this approach describes only rays or plane waves (which has the form
given in Eqs. 41 and 41), so the matrix shows no pulse-front tilt (K31 = ∂t∂x = 0), as we
expect.
In order to apply the ray-pulse matrix to a finite-size Gaussian beam, we must use the
complex Q matrix, as illustrated by Kostenbauder in Ref. [46]. Using this approach, the
spatio-temporal electric field is expressed as:














































The off-diagonal elements of the matrix Q−1 indicate spatial-temporal coupling. If we
write the magnitude of electric field in terms of the local pulse length and the pulse-front
tilt as:


















































































































































For a well collimated beam, we can approximate:


















































where p ≡ dt0dx is pulse front tilt. Note that these results are identical to the results we
obtained using Fourier transforms.
In conclusion, we have shown that the equivalence of pulse-front tilt and angular disper-
sion is valid only for beams without spatial chirp. In the presence of spatial chirp, the combi-
nation of spatial and temporal chirp also causes pulse-front tilt. We have derived analytical
expressions for ultrashort-pulse beams that possess angular dispersion, spatial chirp and
temporal chirp. We verified our theoretical results experimentally using GRENOUILLE.
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CHAPTER V
EXTREMELY SIMPLE DEVICE FOR MEASURING 20 FS
PULSES
This chapter originally appeared as a paper by the author:
Selcuk Akturk, Mark Kimmel, Patrick O’Shea and Rick Trebino, “Extremely simple
device for measuring 20-fs pulses”, Optics Letters 29, 1025-1027 (2004) [6]
5.1 Introduction
Ultrafast lasers are generating ever shorter [8, 81, 9] pulses, ever more conveniently. Unfortu-
nately, pulse-measurement devices, especially for ∼ 20 fs pulses and their large bandwidths,
have remained complex, yielding the risk that the device could induce the very distortions
it purports to measure. Moreover, the pulse temporal phase information is crucial in gen-
erating very short pulses as third and higher order phase seriously effect the shortest pulse
width obtainable with a certain bandwidth [45]. Thus, it is very important to develop a
simple, accurate, and convenient method for measuring such short pulses.
To date, the simplest device for accurately measuring the intensity and phase of ultra-
short pulses is GRENOUILLE (GRating-Eliminated No-nonsense Observation of Ultrafast
Incident Laser-Light E-fields)[65], an elegant variant of FROG (Frequency-Resolved Opti-
cal Gating)[87]. GRENOUILLE involves two innovations (see Figure 31). First it uses a
Fresnel bi-prism to split the beam into two beams crossed in space and time in the crys-
tal. Second it uses a thick crystal that phase-matches a small and different fraction of the
pulse bandwidth for each output angle. This allows the crystal to operate, not only as an
autocorrelating element, but also as a spectrometer. Thus, the Fresnel biprism replaces
FROG’s beam splitter and beam-combining optics, and the thick crystal replaces FROG’s
thin crystal and spectrometer, yielding a very simple, compact FROG device that requires
almost no alignment. As worked out in detail in the past three chapters, GRENOUILLE
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Figure 31: Compact GRENOUILLE geometries. Previous transmissive design for mea-
suring pulses as short as 50 fs (top) and reflective design for measuring ∼ 20-fs pulses.
also measures the spatio-temporal distortions, spatial chirp and pulse-front tilt, without
modification [5, 4].
However, previously reported implementations of GRENOUILLE could measure pulses
only as short as ∼ 50 fs. One factor limiting its accurate measurement of shorter pulses is
material dispersion in its transmissive optics, including the necessarily thick crystal. An-
other factor is that, in GRENOUILLE, the entire pulse spectrum must be phase-matched by
the crystal for some beam angle. Because GRENOUILLE uses the crystal’s phase-matched-
wavelength-vs.-angle dependence to measure the pulse spectrum, a larger divergence angle
(i.e., tighter focus) in the nonlinear crystal is required for broader-band pulses. The resulting
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shorter confocal parameter of the beam then reduces the effective crystal length, reducing
spectral resolution. In short, GRENOUILLE design is an over-constrained problem, and
it is not clear that a solution exists for a given pulse-measurement problem, especially one
involving a very short pulse.
5.2 Extending GRENOUILLE to shorter pulses
Fortunately, these problems can be solved using a tighter focused, nearly-all-reflective
GRENOUILLE with a thinner crystal (but still thick by normal autocorrelator or FROG
standards). Specifically, we replace all but one optic before the second-harmonic-generation
(SHG) crystal with reflective components. The resulting device uses a (reflective) Cassegrain
telescope [37], rather than the Keplerian telescope. This avoids dispersion (and chromatic
aberrations), but the beam hole could conceivably introduce diffraction effects, biasing the
measurement, which involves mapping delay onto position. However, after the Fresnel
biprism, these effects occur at the outside edges of the crossed beams at the crystal, where
they do minimal harm because the intensity is the least there. Furthermore, the beam is
very large in the delay dimension to get a nearly flat region over which the pulse is being
measured. These edges that see diffraction effects are usually well outside of the region of
measurement.
Our design also uses a cylindrical focusing mirror. It uses only one transmissive optic,
the Fresnel biprism, but the short pulses to be measured require only a small range of delays
and hence a very small beam crossing angle (∼ 1.50). Thus, the biprism apex angle is so
close to 1800 (1770) that it can be made extremely thin (ours is ∼ 1.3 mm, but it could be
even thinner), with a material that has very small dispersion (e.g. fused silica).
Finally, the “thick” crystal required to spectrally resolve (using small phase-matching
bandwidth) a 20-fs pulse is also thinner: only 1.5 mm. As a result, with these modifications,
material dispersion is negligible for even a sub-20-fs pulse.
On the other hand, the device must be able to measure pulses with bandwidths of ∼50
nm, so it should have ∼100 nm of bandwidth itself. While we showed previously that the
wavelength range of GRENOUILLE can be extended by angle-dithering the input beam at
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the crystal [66], this significantly complicates the setup and ceases the single-shot capability.
We find that simply focusing more tightly into the crystal achieves the required 100 nm
spectral range. This, however, yields a shorter beam confocal parameter, decreasing the
effective interaction length in the crystal and hence reducing the device spectral resolution.
Fortunately, due to their broadband nature, shorter pulses require less spectral resolution.
With these improvements, a GRENOUILLE can be made that is as simple and as elegant as
the transmissive GRENOUILLE previously reported (Figure 31), but capable of accurately
measuring much shorter pulses (20 fs).
GRENOUILLE obtains spectral resolution through phase-matching bandwidth, or
equivalently through group-velocity mismatch (GVM)[65, 87]: the crystal interaction length
(L) times the GVM must exceed the pulse length (τp):
L×GV M À τp (89)
the opposite of the usual GVM (phase-matching) condition for other pulse measurement
devices.
On the other hand, the crystal must not be so thick as to have significant group velocity
dispersion. Since the shortest temporal component of the pulse is the coherence time (τc),
we have:
L/2×GV D ¿ τc (90)
Note that we have used L/2 here because the pulse contributes signal to the trace
throughout the crystal, and L/2 corresponds to the position with the average pulse distor-
tion.
These conditions become more difficult to satisfy as the pulse shortens and the GVD ap-
proaches the GVM. In fact, for a single-cycle pulse, for which τcsimτp and GVD approaches
the GVM, these conditions cannot be satisfied.
Fortunately, for not too complex 20 fs pulses, they can be satisfied, and, coupled with
FROG’s ability to see through systematic error (the trace over-determines the pulse[94]),
results will be accurate. Figure 32 shows our device’s operating range. In that plot, the
solid line represents the (upper) limit set by the spectral resolution of the crystal, or GVM.
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Figure 32: Pulses measurable using a GRENOUILLE with a 1.65 mm BBO crystal.
The dashed line represents the (lower) limit set by GVD induced by the crystal. Therefore,
the device is operable in the shaded region only. The inset shows the theoretical FROG
error vs. pulse width due to crystal dispersion. Note that the FROG error due to dispersion
is negligibly small for ∼ 20fs pulses, while it peaks up for shorter ones.
Specifically, for 20-fs (47-nm bandwidth), 800-nm pulses in BBO, GV M = 3.3 ×
103fs/cm, and GV D = 104fs/cm. A crystal length of 1.65 mm yields (L/2) × GV D =
8.5fs, and L×GV M = 539fs. Since the last two numbers are conveniently away from each
other, these values allow pulse measurements without preprocessing or modifications to the
FROG algorithm (although this is possible). Our spectral resolution is 3.0 nm, which allows
accurate measurement of longer pulses, too (Figure 32). The crystal GVD will broaden a
transform-limited 20-fs pulse to at most 26.6 fs after the crystal, but the value at the center
of the crystal, 21.7 fs, better assesses the device accuracy. Finally, a full beam divergence
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angle of 4.40 in the crystal yields 120 nm of spectral range.
5.3 Experiment
A collimated beam entered the device and was expanded by the negative primary (R =
20 mm) (cemented to the back of the biprism) mirror of the Cassegrain telescope. The
secondary mirror (R = 200 mm) recollimated the beam, and the biprism (apex angle 1770)
split it into two beamslets. The crossing beams were focused to overlapping line foci using
a slightly off-axis cylindrical mirror (R = 200mm).
While a 3.5-mm BBO crystal was used, the focus was at the front of the crystal, and the
effective crystal length (the length over which significant second harmonic light is generated)
was considerably shorter (due to tight focusing): only ∼ 1.65 mm. Since most of the SHG
occurred near the focus, the remaining crystal length was unused and irrelevant. It is
worth mentioning here the method that we used to determine the effective crystal length;
We determined the interaction length by placing in the beam a variable-spacing etalon to
create a train of pulses with accompanying spectral fringes. We increased the etalon spacing,
decreasing the spectral fringe spacing, until GRENOUILLE could no longer resolve these
fringes. This resolution then yields the effective crystal length. Observe that this method
is more practical than simply finding the Rayleigh range of the focused Gaussian beam.
The second harmonic then propagated to a 1/2” CCD camera, 100 mm away, using
a pair of back-to-back plano-convex 50-mm-focal-length spherical and cylindrical lenses,
halfway between the focus and the CCD. The effective focal length of the lens pair was
25 mm for the delay axis, resulting in 1-to-1 imaging in the relative-delay direction and a
1-fs/pixel delay resolution (480 pixels, using a Data Translation DT 3120 capture card). In
the wavelength direction, the effective focal length of 50 mm mapped angle (i.e., wavelength)
to position in the usual f − f − f geometry [37]. The result was an SHG FROG trace at
the camera.
A KM Labs Ti:Sapphire oscillator operating with ∼ 60 nm (FWHM) of bandwidth
and an external prism pulse compressor yielded ∼ 20-fs pulses, which we measured with
a conventional multi-shot FROG and with our modified short-pulse GRENOUILLE. The
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Femtosoft FROG code retrieved the intensity and phase for both measurements. Figure
33 shows measured and retrieved traces and the retrieved intensity and phase for both
measurements, all in excellent agreement. The minor discrepancy is likely due to drift in
the pulse between the measurements. The pulse that GRENOUILLE retrieved in these
measurements is 19.73 fs FWHM-the shortest pulse ever measured with GRENOUILLE.
In order to test GRENOUILLE’s ability to measure complex pulses, we placed a (23.8m)
air-spaced etalon in the beam before the GRENOUILLE to create a multiple-pulse, which we
measured with GRENOUILLE. Figure 34 shows the measured and retrieved GRENOUILLE
traces and retrieved intensity and phase versus time. These measurements clearly show that
GRENOUILLE is capable of revealing the fine structure in both frequency and delay. We
also used these traces for calibration of both the delay and wavelength axes [100].
In conclusion, we have shown that, despite its simplicity, we can design a GRENOUILLE
that can accurately measure pulses as short as 20 fs. We achieve this by eliminating most of
the transmissive optics and carefully selecting the focusing and imaging optics. Furthermore,
the geometry remains simple and compact and retains GRENOUILLE’s ease of alignment,
sensitivity, real-time operation, intuitive feedback, and ability to measure spatio-temporal
distortions.
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Figure 33: Comparisons of short-pulse GRENOUILLE and multi-shot FROG measure-
ments. (a) measured GRENOUILLE trace; (b) measured multi-shot FROG trace; (c) re-
trieved GRENOUILLE trace (FROG error:0.00497); (d) retrieved multi-shot FROG trace
(FROG error 0.00482); (e) retrieved intensity and phase vs. time for GRENOUILLE mea-
surements (temporal pulse width 19.73 fs FWHM); (f) retrieved intensity and phase vs.
time for multi-shot FROG measurements (temporal pulse width 19.41 fs FWHM)
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Figure 34: (a) Measured and (b) retrieved GRENOUILLE traces (FROG error 0.00643)
for a double pulse. Note the characteristic fringed double-pulse trace. (c) spectrum and
spectral phase and (d) intensity and phase versus time for a double pulse.
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CHAPTER VI
PRACTICAL DEVICES FOR MEASURING EXTREMELY
SHORT AND EXTREMELY LONG PULSES
6.1 Introduction
Devices for measuring ultrashort pulses are usually designed to measure pulses ∼ 100fs
long. This is partly because ∼ 100fs is the most common pulse length in use, but also
because serious challenges complicate the measurement of pulses that are much shorter-and
also much longer. Recently, very short (few fs) [9] and relatively long (few ps) pulses have
become popular for a variety of applications [22, 74], and commercial lasers that emit them
are now common. Unfortunately, convenient and powerful pulse diagnostics haven’t been
available for them.
In general, measuring ultrashort pulses involves splitting the pulse in two, variably
delaying one pulse with respect to the other, crossing them in a second-harmonic generation
(SHG) crystal, and then measuring the SHG pulse energy or spectrum with respect to delay.
Measuring the energy vs. delay is called autocorrelation, and it yields only a rough measure
of the pulse length. Measuring the spectrum of the autocorrelation signal is better, yielding
the complete pulse intensity and phase vs. time. The latter technique is called frequency-
resolved optical gating (FROG) [87]. In this chapter, we present FROG geometries for
measuring extremely short and extremely long pulses.
6.2 Measuring extremely short pulses
As with everything ultrafast, the main challenge in measuring extremely short pulses stems
from bandwidth issues. First of all, the SHG process must have sufficient phase-matching
bandwidth to generate the second harmonic for the entire bandwidth of the pulse to be
measured. Unfortunately, in SHG, different wavelengths require different crystal phase-
matching angles, but the pulse enters at only one angle. As a result, only one wavelength
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achieves this ideal condition perfectly; others do so only approximately. The resulting SHG
phase-matching bandwidth scales inversely with the crystal length, so SHG phase-matching
bandwidth considerations necessitate extremely thin nonlinear crystals (10µm is typical!)
for very short pulses. Such thin crystals are difficult to manufacture and work with, and
worse, they yield very poor device sensitivity because the SHG efficiency scales as the square
of the crystal length.
Another issue that makes measuring extremely short pulses very difficult is group-
velocity dispersion (GVD), the difference in material group velocities for wavelengths within
the pulse. GVD broadens pulses and is present in every transmissive component of the de-
vice. Therefore, avoiding GVD means minimizing the amount of material the pulse passes
through before and including the nonlinear crystal, which can be difficult when, for exam-
ple, pulses must be split by a beam splitter (which is usually a glass substrate coated with
dielectric layers) and focused.
Finally, the relative delay is usually varied by translating a mirror, and when the pulses
are relatively large and crossed at an angle, the relative delay between the pulses can also
vary transversely across the crystal or along it, causing a range of delays to be sampled,
rather than just one at a time. This effect is called “geometrical smearing,” and it causes the
measured pulse length to be larger than the actual pulse length. Its effects are considerably
more detrimental for very short pulses. It can usually be minimized by using a very small
beam angle. But it is particularly deleterious when using a large beam and a large beam
crossing angle, which, unfortunately, are both requirements of a convenient, easy-to-align
device [87].
Additional inconvenient features have also complicated pulse-measurement devices.
These include the need for collinear beams, which involves no less than five extremely
sensitive alignment degrees of freedom, and high resolution translation stages that scan the
delay over many pulses with their resulting slow data acquisition.
To measure extremely short pulses with sufficient bandwidth, rather than using ex-
tremely thin crystals, we actually deliberately use relatively thick crystals. This is because
we discovered recently that the well-known, very restrictive SHG bandwidth condition,
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which requires very thin crystals and which has been accepted without question for many
years, can actually be relaxed. It is in fact not necessary to achieve sufficient SHG bandwidth
on every pulse in the measurement; instead it’s only necessary to do so when integrated
over the entire measurement. In this regard, while our thick crystal has considerably less
bandwidth than that of the pulse, we achieve sufficient bandwidth for the measurement, by
angle-dithering it [64]. This achieves a bandwidth determined not by the crystal thickness,
but by the dither-angle range, and as a result, we can use relatively thick, efficient, and
convenient crystals. For example, with angle-dithering, a much thicker, 100 − µm thick,
BBO crystal can easily be used to measure pulses as short as 10fs.
In addition, because the GVD condition is not as strict as the old overly restrictive phase-
matching bandwidth condition, the relatively thick crystal does not introduce significant
GVD. Indeed, to minimize GVD, mirrors can replace most reflective optics, and the beam
splitter can be replaced with a split mirror, which introduces no GVD and allows a very
simple and elegant setup.
To avoid geometrical smearing effects, we use very large (unfocused) beams, and we
deliberately cross them at a large angle. This causes the relative delay to vary across the
crystal by considerably more than the pulse length! But we take advantage of this effect,
as the delay is now already varied, and there is now no need to translate a mirror. We then
image the crystal onto a camera, where delay is now automatically mapped onto transverse
position for every pulse. This was already implemented in single-shot FROG [43] (In this
case, although the delay generation allows single shot operation, due to angle dithering,
the overall measurement has to be averaged over many pulses). More importantly, because
the variation in delay across the crystal is now spatially resolved, it no longer smears delay
and hence yields zero transverse geometrical effects. Indeed, it can be shown that other
potential geometrical smearing effects are also zero for such a geometry [87].
There are other convenient aspects to this short-pulse FROG. We have recently shown
that the above single-shot FROG beam set up also measures the two most important pulse
spatio-temporal distortions, spatial chirp and pulse-front tilt [5, 4]. In addition, it involves
large beams crossing at a large angle and so is very simple and convenient. And because
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the delay need not be scanned, a single camera trace yields the entire measurement, so
real-time pulse measurements are straightforward.
Finally, the large spectral bandwidth of few-fs pulses allows us to build a very short-
path-length spectrometer, which provides relatively low, but more than sufficient, spectral
resolution.
With these approaches, we have built a simple real-time FROG device to measure pulses
as short as 10fs. As shown in Figure 35, the device is very simple, compact, and easy to
use, with a trivial alignment procedure.
The experimental parameters were as follows (see Figure 35): A Cylindrical Cassegrain
telescope (10× magnification) is used to expand the beam in one (delay) dimension. The
large beam is then reflected off the bi-mirror, to split into two beamlets that cross at an
angle on the SHG crystal. Very small (∼ 10) crossing angle is needed to achieve enough
temporal resolution. Therefore, a long path-length is needed between the bi-mirror and
the crystal. The beamlets are focused cylindrically (in the wavelength dimension) with
a R = 200mm mirror. We used 100µm thick BBO crystal, mounted on a EOPC SC-21
resonant scanner operating at ∼ 200Hz frequency and ∼ 100 amplitude. The resulting
second harmonic is then collimated with a lens (note that the material dispersion does not
matter after the second harmonic signal is already generated) and sent to the spectrometer
stage. In the specrometer stage, we used a 600grooves/mm grating. The stage is made
even more compact by using some folding mirrors. Finally, the spectrally resolved signal is
imaged to the CCD.
To test and calibrate the device, we use an air spaced etalon (the spacing is 23.8µm),
which generates structure in the pulse in both frequency and time. Figure 36 shows the
measured and retrieved FROG traces and the pulse spectral and temporal intensity and
phase. The measured and retrieved traces matches very well. Note that the spectrum covers
over 100 nm bandwidth, as desired.
These measurements show that by angle dithering the SHG crystal and eliminating
transmissive optics, a FROG device can be built to measure pulse that are as short as ∼10
fs. The resulting device is not only accurate but also compact, robust and convenient.
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Figure 35: Simplified FROG setup for measuring ∼10 fs pulses. Notice that no dispersive
element is used before the crystal. The compact spectrometer stage provides high enough
resolution for broadband pulses. The long path length between the bi-mirror and crystal is
needed to accommodate very small beam crossing angle.
Figure 36: Measurements of a fairly challenging pair of ∼10-fs pulses by our short-pulse
FROG.
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6.3 Measuring extremely long pulses
For extremely long (several ps) pulses, the main challenge is the need for high spectral
resolution to resolve the narrow bandwidth involved. Although this is possible by using
a very long path spectrometer, we would like to avoid this and make the device compact.
Another challenge is the very large delay range required. Below, we propose and test two
long-pulse measurement schemes: one for measuring ∼ 2ps another for measuring even
longer ∼ 5ps pulses. Before going into the details, we would like to clarify that, throughout
this chapter, by “long pulses”, we mean pulses close to being Fourier transform limited,
therefore essentially narrow-band long pulses. We omit the measurements of broadband
pulses chirped to long pulse lengths, as their measurements do not possess most of the
challenges that the narrowband pulses do.
6.3.1 Pushing GRENOUILLE to its long-pulse limits
In the previous chapter, we worked on pushing the extremely simple GRENOUILLE device
to its short-pulse limits. We showed that, GVD was the limiting factor for short-pulse
measurements and ∼ 20fs is the short-pulse limit for GRENOUILLE’s operation. Here we
are interested in pushing GRENOUILLE to the other extreme: the measurement of long
pulses.
GRENOUILLE uses the thick SHG crystals narrow phase-matching bandwidth (high
GVM) to spectrally resolve the nonlinear signal (generated by the same crystal, which also
acts as an autocorrelator). The phase-matching bandwidth or, equivalently, spectral resolu-
tion of the crystal is proportional to crystal length used [13]. Normally, in GRENOUILLE
design, the crystal length is chosen to be the thickest possible without introducing much
GVD, otherwise the pulse-to-be-measured is going to be distorted by the device. However,
for very long pulses, GVD is not and issue due to narrow bandwidth involved. It is rather
the GVM that limits the longest pulse measurable with GRENOUILLE. This is illustrated
in the measurable pulse width range plot shown in Figure 37.
It may seem straightforward to achieve very high spectral resolution by using arbitrarily
























Figure 37: Pulse length range measurable by GRENOUILLE with 10mmLiIO3. In this
plot, A = 1 is the tight edge, whereas A = 3 defines a more practical range of operation.
all, in order to have high enough conversion efficiency in the nonlinear crystal, the input
beam needs to be focused to a small spot, where the electric field becomes very high.
However, it is known very well that focused Gaussian beams diverge very fast (inversely
proportional to focused spot size)[76, 78]. The beam stays intense over the range where it is
“collimated”. For quick evaluations, this range can be taken to be the “confocal parameter”
of the Gaussian beam (twice the Rayleigh range). As a result, no matter how thick of a
crystal is used, the effective length of the crystal used in the nonlinear interaction will
always be limited by the focusing.
The effective crystal length considerations dictates that loose focusing is required. Un-
favorably, there are other factors that are also dependent on focusing. First, the range of
angles incident on the crystal should be large enough so that the entire pulse spectrum
is phase matched over these angles. Long focal lengths, however, cause smaller, therefore
insufficient divergence angle. Secondly, Making the focus too loose means a very long path-
length of the beam, which is unfavorable since it tends to make the device inconveniently
long.
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All of these issues require doing an optimization on the focusing. Table 1 nicely
illustrates the dependencies of various parameters on the focal length of the cylindrical
lens (to be used to focus the beam into the crystal) f . We use the principles summarized
in this table to find an optimized scheme to measure few-ps-long pulses.
Table 1: Dependencies of various parameter on focusing.
Parameter Formula Dependance on f








Effective crystal length 2× zR f2
Divergence angle θ1/e = λπwf f
−1
Length of the device f + const. f
6.3.2 Experiment
In detail, we designed a GRENOUILLE for measuring few-ps-long pulses as follows: The
input beam is first expanded with a 10× cylindrical Cassegrain telescope in the delay dimen-
sion. Then, a Keplerian [37] telescope (due to narrowband pulses involved, transmission
through this much material does not cause any significant distortion) is used to expand
the beam 2× in the wavelength dimension. The beam is then focused down into the SHG
crystal with a 400mm focal length cylindrical lens. For SHG crystal here, we preferred to
use LiIO3 instead of BBO since LiIO3 has more dispersion, so more spectral resolution at
800nm wavelength [23]. The beam splitting and crossing is accomplished using a “quad-
mirror” assembly, the details of which are to be discussed in the following section. The
nonlinear signal is then imaged onto the CCD in 2f − 2f (one-to-one imaging) manner in
the delay dimension, and f − f − f (mapping angle to position) manner in the wavelength
dimension.
With this configuration, the confocal parameter inside the crystal is 9mm. This returns
a theoretical spectral resolution of 0.2nm, which is sufficient to spectrally resolve the spectra
of pulses that are a few ps long.
Figure 38 shows the test results for this long pulse GRENOUILLE. To simulate a
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picosecond pulse with our femtosecond source, we used an air spaced etalon to generate
a train of pulses. This corresponds to coarsely separated fringes in frequency, which will
be used to test the resolution of the device. The first thing to note from Figure 38 is
the achievement of very large delay range needed. In fact, the traces in the Figures are
zoomed in and the actual delay range is even longer: 13ps. Secondly, very finely spaced
frequency fringes can easily be resolved, as expected. We were able to resolve spectral
fringes separated by 0.17nm in the second harmonic. This resolution is quite noticeable
since we did not use any external spectral resolving device, we solely used nonlinear optics.
These results nicely matches our requirements.
Figure 38: Measurements of the output of an etalon with the long-pulse GRENOUILLE.
Here, we would like to note parenthetically that, in the measurements shown in Figure
38, we used a source that has more bandwidth than the device can measure. Therefore, the
retrieved FROG trace shows the “missing bandwidth”, causing higher than normal FROG
error. This, however, does not have any reflections on the conclusions that we draw here.
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As a results, we show that by employing a 10mmLiIO3 crystal and a quad-mirror
crossing scheme, we were able to push GRENOUILLE to its long pulse limit. We show
that, this device can measure pulses that are as long as a few picoseconds.
6.3.3 Practical device for measuring several ps long pulses
In the previous section, we show that GRENOUILLE can be designed to measure a few
(∼ 2) ps pulses. Measuring even longer pulse with GRENOUILLE is not possible for some
fundamental reasons as explained above. Therefore, for measuring longer pulses (our target
is pulses that are ∼ 5ps long), we should return to the original FROG geometry, which has
a spectrometer to spectrally resolve the nonlinear signal. Measuring such long/narrowband
pulses are still difficult concerning the high spectral resolution required.
High spectral resolution can be managed with a long pathlength (typically 1m) spec-
trometers. This would cause the device to be cumbersome. We instead exploit a high-
groove-density grating at a grazing-incidence angle (to illuminate all of its grooves). This
configuration provides very high spectral resolution without the need for long path length.
To see how this works, let’s take a closer look at how a diffraction grating spectrometer
works. Figure 39 shows a basic layout of such a spectoemeter. Basically, the grating
disperses different colors to different angles and the lens images angles to position at its
focal plane. With the illustration of the figure, we can assume that the two colors are
spectrally resolved when their waist are completely separated at the focal plane of the lens.







where m is the diffraction orger and θm is the diffraction angle. After the lens, two nearby
wavelengths will be separated by:















Figure 39: Derivation of spectral resolution of a grating spectrometer.





where N is the number of grating lines illuminated (N = 2w0 ÷ a).
This proves that the resolution of a diffraction grating spectrometer is directly propor-
tional to the number of grating lines illuminated. Therefore, a small size beam can be
diffracted off a grating at grazing angle incidence (essentially illuminating all of its lines)
to achieve very high spectral resolution without needing a long path. By exploiting this
fact, we experimentally demonstrated that, a 50-mm-long, 2400-line/mm grating resolves
spectral structure as small as 0.08 nm (Figure 40). This spectral resolution is sufficient to
resolve spectra of pulses several ps long, in a very compact device.
Another issue for long-pulse measurements is the required long delay range. Using a
translation stage requires a long travel and inconvenient data acquisition time. It also does
not allow for single-shot operation. While the simple pulse splitting and recombining optic,
the Fresnel biprism [65] would be a good solution, the required delay range sets unpractical
prism apex angles. We instead used a “quad-mirror” assembly (see Figure 41 to split the
beam into two halves and cross them at a large angle. The only condition on the crossing
angle is mandated by the phasematching in the crystal. We calculated that for LiIO3, the
largest beam crossing angle can be 64 degrees.
Using our quad-mirror design, we achieved a∼20 ps delay range in a single-shot geometry
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Figure 40: A spectrum obtained with grazing angle incidence grating.
Figure 41: Setup for measuring several-ps-long pulses. The narrowband second-harmonic
pulse is spectrally resolved using a grazing-incidence grating. The insert shows a quadruple
mirror design that conveniently splits the beam in two halves and cross them at very large
angle, yielding a large relative delay.
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by crossing two large line-focused beams at a very large (500) angle, which allows phase-
matching in the crystal (Figure 41). Combined with the hign resolution provided by the
grazing-angle-grating spectrometer, our compact and simple FROG can easily measure
pulses as long as ∼ 5ps.
To summarize this chapter, we presented simple and reliable pulse measurement devices
for measuring extremely short and extremely long pulses. These devices are considerably
simpler and easier to work with. Even better, they also measure the complete pulse intensity
and phase vs. time and frequency, as well as the two most important spatio-temporal
distortions, spatial chirp and pulse-front tilt. They measure single pulses or high-rep-rate
trains of pulses in real time, and they do so very accurately. Coupled with recent massive
increases in the speed of the FROG pulse retrieval algorithm [41], which now retrieves
pulses at a rate of ∼20 pulses per second on most computers, all of these devices are ideal
for measuring most ultrashort pulses in use today.
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CHAPTER VII
MEASURING SEVERAL-CYCLE 1.5-µm PULSES USING
FREQUENCY-RESOLVED OPTICAL GATING
This chapter originally appeared as a paper by the author:
Selcuk Akturk, Mark Kimmel, Rick Trebino, Sergey Naumov, Evgeni Sorokin and Irina
Sorokina, “Measuring several-cycle 1.5−µm pulses using frequency-resolved optical gating”,
Optics Express 11, 3461-3466 (2003) [3]
7.1 Introduction
Extremely broadband several-optical-cycle pulses near telecommunication wavelengths (∼
1.5µm), are in high demand for telecommunications, optical coherence tomography and
numerous other applications. Recently, a number of publications have considered the pos-
sibility of several-cycle-pulse generation [72, 73, 60, 59]. The techniques included Kerr-
Lens-mode-locking (KLM) [72, 73], as well as “semiconductor saturable absorber mirror”
or SESAM-based mode-locking [60, 59]. Both prismless [72, 60] and direct diode-pumping
[59] have been implemented (see Figure 42. Direct diode-pumping opens the way for broad
usage of affordable compact low-power oscillators.
Reliably generating near-infrared pulses requires reliable, accurate, and robust measure-
ment techniques. While it is possible to build an autocorrelator with a proper choice of
crystal, especially for shorter pulses, it yields only rough pulse-length information and no
pulse phase information and no information about the pulse temporal shape. And at such
short pulse lengths, spectral and temporal phase information becomes vital [87]. While
another method proposed for IR pulse measurements, free-space electro-optic sampling [99]
could provide this information, this method requires a shorter probe pulse, and it also has
group velocity mismatch issues.
With the most commonly used intensity-and-phase ultrashort-pulse-measurement
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Figure 42: The Cr4+ : Y AG laser setup. The mode-locking is achieved by a KLM mech-
anism with a prismless dispersion compensation. CM: chirped mirrors. One particular
advantage of Cr4+ : Y AG as a gain medium is that its absorption band covers very conve-
nient diode laser wavelengths. Diode laser pumping reduces the size and cost of the device
significantly.
method, frequency-resolved optical gating, (FROG) [42], it is now possible to measure
pulses on a single shot [87]; over a wide range of wavelengths [87, 71], pulse lengths [8, 49],
and complexities [35]; and to do so in a manner that is general, robust, accurate, and
rigorous. FROG also routinely allows convenient real-time monitoring of ultrashort-pulse
intensity and phase. However, FROG has never been tried for such short IR pulses and also
with low input power. Thus, in this paper, we engineer a FROG device for this purpose
and which combines several recent innovations.
7.2 1.55-micron Pulse Measurements
All pulse-measurement techniques require the use of a nonlinear-optical process, whose
phase-matching bandwidth is inversely proportional to the crystal thickness. For very short
pulses, very thin second-harmonic-generation (SHG) crystals are usually required. However,
we have recently shown that angle-dithering a SHG crystal that is otherwise too narrowband
(that is, too thick) yields a significantly increased effective phase-matching bandwidth in
FROG measurements for a given crystal thickness [64]. This is possible because the device
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phase-matching bandwidth need only exceed that of the pulse over the course of the mea-
surement and not necessarily on every pulse. Because the SHG efficiency scales as the square
of the crystal thickness, angle-dithering also yields significantly greater signal strength. This
is very important since the nonlinearity of most crystals decreases significantly at IR, where
the use of a thicker crystal can compensate for the relatively low nonlinearity. Indeed, this
approach works so well that we are able to use a line focus, rather than a point focus, and
still achieve sufficient intensity to measure the train of pulses.
While angle-dithering avoids the phase-matching requirement, or equivalently the group-
velocity mismatch (GVM) requirement, the SHG crystal cannot, however, be arbitrarily
thick in these measurements. The crystal must still have negligible group-velocity dispersion
(GVD) to avoid distorting the pulse. This issue is rarely mentioned in pulse-measurement
problems because it is automatically satisfied when GVM is made negligible. It becomes
an issue when angle-dithering is used due to the removal of the GVM constraint and the
relatively thick crystal (here ∼1 mm). And it is an issue here, even at the low-dispersion
wavelength of 1.5µm, due to the shortness of the pulse and the resulting large breadth of
the spectrum. Fortunately, we find that 1−mmLiNbO3 and LiIO3 crystals yield negligible
GVD for pulses as short as a several optical cycles (Figure 43). The rest of our setup is also
designed to minimize material dispersion.
Recall that all FROG devices involve splitting the beam into two identical beamlets,
which must then overlap in space and time in a nonlinear crystal whose SHG signal is
then spectrally resolved vs. relative beamlet delay. Our setup also exploits the simplicity
of single-shot FROG [87]. As single-shot FROG maps delay onto transverse position, two
beamlets must overlap in time and in space at a line focus, rather than a point focus.
We used a reflective telescope to first expand the beam for larger delay range. We also
used a Fresnel biprism for beam splitting and crossing, which was first introduced in the
GRENOUILLE [65] technique. The Fresnel biprism eliminates the beam splitter and beam-
recombining optics and automatically ensures the temporal and spatial overlap between the
two beamlets. To obtain the line focus on the nonlinear crystal, we used a cylindrical mirror.
The SHG crystal is mounted on a resonant scanner for angle dithering. The nonlinear signal
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Figure 43: The effect of angle dithering on the measurable pulse range. The shaded area
denotes the measurable pulse width range. Note that angle dithering relaxes the phase-
matching bandwidth constraint, allowing accurate measurement of much shorter pulses.
is then mapped onto the slit of a spectrometer, with a CCD camera at its output plane. The
whole setup has only one transmissive element, the relatively thin Fresnel biprism (only 1.3
mm of fused silica), before the nonlinear crystal (dispersion after the crystal is irrelevant).
An additional advantage of this setup is that, since it maps delay onto position, like
all other single-shot FROG devices, it also measures spatial chirp [5]. And since it uses a
Fresnel biprism to do so, it also measures pulse-front tilt [4].
7.3 Experiment
We used a KLM Cr4+:YAG laser (Figure 42) yielding pulses with approximately 110 nm of
bandwidth near 1.55µm [60], producing pulses with 50 mW of average power at a 100 MHz
repetition rate. We also used chirped mirrors in the cavity for dispersion compensation,
suppressing the third-order dispersion [60]. The output pulses were measured with the
angle-dithered SHG FROG (Figure 44). In our FROG setup, we used a 1 − mmLiIO3
crystal, mounted on an EOPC SC40 type scanner, oscillating at 30 Hz with an amplitude
of about 100. The pulses were split and combined using a 1770 apex angle Fresnel biprism,
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Figure 44: Angle-dithered SHG FROG geometry. Note that this setup employs all re-
flective optics except for the Fresnel biprism (1.3 mm of fused silica) before the nonlinear
crystal, minimizing the material dispersion. This diagram shows a Cassegrain telescope
for beam expansion; but we have also used a simple slightly off-axis reflective telescope
(without the hole).
which ensured both spatial and temporal overlap, without any additional alignment. A 10-
mm cylindrical mirror was used to obtain a line focus along the delay axis, as per the usual
single-shot FROG geometry [43]. Here, “single-shot” refers to the mapping of delay onto
position by crossing at a line focus, allowing the potential measurement of a single pulse.
However, our measurement here is “multi-shot” in the sense that it is not of a single pulse,
but averaged over a number of identical pulses. The resulting SHG signal was imaged onto
the slit of Acton SpectraPro150 spectrometer. The spectrometer output was recorded by
a Sony XC-ES50 CCD camera and Spiricon SP-LTA video capture card, and the intensity
and phase retrieved from the resulting FROG traces using the Femtosoft SHG FROG code.
The total group-delay dispersion of our device was only 1.6as/nm, so that a 37 − fs
1.55− µm flat-phase Gaussian pulse would increase to 37.2− fs by the time it reached the
center of the crystal. And, although the crystal phase-matching bandwidth was 39− nm,
the range of phase-matched wavelengths was 500 nm with the crystal angle-dithering.
Figure 45 shows the measured and retrieved FROG traces, as well as the retrieved and
independently measured spectra, all of which are in very good agreement with each other.
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Figure 45: FROG measurements of full intensity and phase of Cr4+:YAG laser. The
retrieved pulse width is 37.1 fs (FWHM). The spike in the independently measured spectrum
is the continuous-wave (CW) component oscillating in a higher transverse mode. FROG is
designed not to see this spike due to its ultrafast gating and small range of delays.
The measured pulses are 37.1 fs long (FWHM) and have nearly Gaussian intensity envelope
with only a few tenths of a radian of phase distortion. Our measurements thus show that the
chirped mirrors sufficiently compensate for the cubic phase and do not introduce significant
higher-order phase distortions into the pulse.
We performed another set of measurements, this time with the laser slightly modified.
Specifically, we used fused-silica prisms in the cavity for dispersion compensation, in com-
bination with the chirped mirrors. In this case, the intracavity dispersion had a significant
positive third-order component, due to the material dispersion of both YAG and fused silica.
Then we measured the output pulses with our FROG. Figure 46 shows the measured and
retrieved FROG traces, as well as retrieved and independently measured spectrum, again,
all of which are in very good agreement with each other. The measured pulse width was
about 25percent longer, 46.6 fs (FWHM). However, unlike the chirped mirror case, these
pulses had also visible third- and higher-order phase distortions. In addition, side-bands
appear in the spectrum, as expected in systems with large higher-order dispersion [50].
These spectral spikes do not appear in the FROG measurement because they correspond
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Figure 46: FROG measurements of the intensity and phase of Cr4+:YAG laser output
pulses. The retrieved pulse width is 46.6fs (FWHM). The narrow spikes in the independently
measured spectrum are the cw component and sidebands originating from the higher-order
dispersion inside the cavity.
to very slow and weak components and persist for much longer times than the delay range
scanned.
The above measurements were performed using a relatively powerful 50 mW of average
power. In order to find the applicability of our FROG system for monitoring very low-power
oscillators, we used neutral density filters to attenuate the beam. We were able to measure
pulses as weak as 5 mW (average power), at the repetition rate of 100 MHz. If even lower-
power operation is desired, the experimentally simple Fresnel biprism/cylindrical lens/line
focus that we used could be replaced a more traditional (somewhat more complex) beam-
splitter and spherical focus to increase the intensity at the SHG crystal. We estimate that
this approach could measure a 100 MHz pulse train of several-cycle IR pulses of as little as
a few tens of µW . Our estimations also show that our low-dispersion device could measure
1.55 − µm pulses as short as 20 fs without introducing significant pulse distortion. This
corresponds to a 1.55−µm pulse only four cycles long. For shorter pulses, a thinner crystal
and a “Fresnel bi-mirror” would further decrease the dispersion, allowing the accurate
measurement of few-cycle pulses.
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In conclusion, we have measured the full intensity and phase of ∼ 40−fs, 1.55µm pulses
from a Cr4+ : Y AG laser using an angle-dithered SHG FROG. Our measurements show
that, by using a relatively thick crystal and angle dithering, FROG can be extended well
into the infrared even for several-cycle pulse measurements, and can be used as a convenient
monitoring tool with very low-input power.
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CHAPTER VIII
EXTREMELY SIMPLE DEVICE FOR MEASURING
1.5-µm ULTRASHORT LASER PULSES
This chapter originally appeared as a paper by the author:
Selcuk Akturk, Mark Kimmel and Rick Trebino, “Extremely simple device for measuring
1.5− µm ultrashort laser pulses”, Optics Express 12, 4483-4489 (2004) [7]
8.1 Introduction
Sources of 1.5−µm ultrashort laser pulses are becoming ever more important and prevalent.
Mode-locked fiber lasers [61, 1], for example, are typically experimentally simple, robust,
and single spatial mode. Moreover, they generate moderately intense ultrashort pulses,
∼100 fs to ∼1 ps long, making them useful, not only for telecommunications, but also
for nonlinear-optical applications. At present, several commercial fiber lasers are available
with various pulse characteristics. Another important source of ultrashort pulses in this
spectral region is optical parametric oscillators (OPO’s) and amplifiers (OPA’s) [13], which
yield pulses of about the same length, but which can achieve considerably higher energies.
Several commercial OPO’s and OPA’s are also available.
The temporal intensity-and-phase behavior of fiber-laser, OPO, and OPA pulses can
be quite complicated. Worse, OPO and OPA pulses are frequently contaminated with the
spatio-temporal distortions, spatial chirp and pulse-front tilt. Unfortunately, the device
often used to measure them, the autocorrelator, yields only very limited temporal-intensity
information and, of course, no pulse-phase information. And extracting quantitative in-
formation regarding spatio-temporal distortions from an autocorrelation is difficult. More
powerful methods, such as frequency-resolved optical gating (FROG)[87], which is a spec-
trally resolved autocorrelation, yield this information, but they are experimentally more
complex than autocorrelation. Alternative methods to FROG are even more complex.
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An ultrasimple and elegant variation on FROG, called GRENOUILLE (GRating-
Eliminated No-nonsense Observation of Ultrafast Incident Laser-Light E-fields) [6, 65], was
recently introduced and demonstrated for measuring Ti:Sapphire laser pulses (that is, from
700 to 1000 nm) over the pulse-length range of < 20fs to ∼ 1ps. GRENOUILLE can also
measure spatial chirp and pulse-front tilt easily and without modification to its apparatus,
as detailed in the earlier chapters.
Extension of the GRENOUILLE idea to 1.5 − µm wavelengths is not straightforward,
however. GRENOUILLE uses a thick second-harmonic-generation (SHG) crystal to spec-
trally resolve the autocorrelator signal pulse, and commonly used SHG crystals have insuf-
ficient dispersion to do so at 1.5 − µm, a wavelength range where the dispersion of most
materials is very low. In this letter, we show, however, that an all-but-forgotten SHG crys-
tal, Proustite, has sufficient dispersion and yields an ideal GRENOUILLE device for this
wavelength range. We then use it to measure fiber-laser pulses and 1.5 − µm pulses with
pulse-front tilt.
8.2 GRENOUILLE and its extension to 1.5− µm pulses
GRENOUILLE operates by using a simple Fresnel bi-prism to split the beam into two
beams automatically crossed in space and time in the crystal with relative delay mapped
onto transverse position. It also uses a thick crystal that phase-matches a small and different
fraction of the pulse bandwidth for each output angle, allowing the crystal to operate, not
only as an autocorrelating element, but also as a spectrometer. This yields a very simple,
compact FROG device that requires almost no alignment. GRENOUILLE also measures the
spatio-temporal distortions, spatial chirp and pulse-front tilt, without modification [4, 5].
Spatial chirp shears, and pulse-front tilt displaces, the otherwise symmetrical trace.
The challenge in designing a GRENOUILLE for the 1.5 − µm wavelength region, and
fiber lasers in particular, is the relatively small bandwidths (usually <∼ 40nm) of pulses
for the relatively long pulses relative to Ti:Sapphire lasers. At first glance, this simplifies
the problem: longer pulses suffer less from group-velocity dispersion (GVD) in the optics
and, especially, the thick crystal. On closer examination, however, the crystal must also be
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dispersive enough that its finite phase-matching bandwidth is able to resolve the spectrum
of the second-harmonic signal. Equivalently, it should have a relatively large group-velocity
mismatch (GVM), which is a challenge in the relatively nondispersive 1.5−µm wavelength
range. Therefore, in order to build a GRENOUILLE to measure pulses with narrow spectra,
we require a crystal with relatively high dispersion. We find, however, that the common
(low-dispersion) nonlinear crystals used in the visible and near-infrared ranges are effective
for measuring only considerably shorter 1.5− µm pulses [3] (where there are few currently
available sources, and other, more fundamental, challenges must be met before a relevant
GRENOUILLE can be designed). Worse, the nonlinearities of standard crystals also drop in
this wavelength range, reducing the device sensitivity. Therefore, the problem of measuring
fiber-laser, OPO, and OPA pulses with GRENOUILLE is not trivial, and it relies on the
existence of a suitable nonlinear crystal (The detailed procedure on crystal selection for
GRENOUILLE can be found in [63]).
For this purpose, we investigated numerous nonlinear crystals. BBO and LiNbO3 are
common crystals that phase-match at 1.5− µm [23], but they both have very small GVM
in this region, preventing their use as a GRENOUILLE crystal. LiIO3 has a relatively
large GVM, but it still does not yield sufficient spectral resolution for our purposes. Of less
common crystals, GaSe has suitable GVM but, due to its mechanical properties, it is not
possible to cut it at a particular angle. New crystals, such as AgGaGeS4, and cannot yet be
grown thick enough. And older crystals, which appear promising from properties reported
many years ago, such as Cinnabar, are no longer available.
Fortunately, we have found that a nearly forgotten, crystal, Proustite (Ag3AsS3), has a
larger phase-matching dispersion ( 10 times that of LiIO3) and a stronger nonlinear-optical
coefficient (15 times that of LiIO3) [23] and matches GRENOUILLE’s requirements for this
range very well (see Figure 47).
More quantitatively, GRENOUILLE uses the large GVM in the thick crystal to spec-
trally resolve the signal pulse. This condition can be expressed as [87, 65]:





















 3.5 mm Proustite
 3.5 mm LiIO3
Figure 47: Pulse-width range measurable using a GRENOUILLE with a 3.5 − mm
Proustite crystal (green region) or alternatively a 3.5 − mm LiIO3 crystal (blue region).
The upper limit of each region represents the limit set by the spectral resolution of the
crystal (L × GV M = τp). The lower limit of each region represents the limit set by GVD
induced by the crystal (L×GV D = τc). The green curve in the blue region shows the lower
limit of the area of the region of pulses measurable using Proustite.
where L is the crystal interaction length, and τp is pulse length. The condition to have
negligible GVD is:
L×GVD ¿ τc (96)
where τc is coherence time.
Applying these conditions to 200-fs (16.5-nm bandwidth), 1.5−µm pulses in Proustite,
we find: GV M = 1.71 × 104fs/cm, and GV D = 93.9fs/cm. A crystal length of 3.5
mm yields L × GV D = 32.8fs, and L × GV M = 6ps. These values are comfortably far
from each other, thus satisfying both of the above two constraints, allowing accurate pulse
measurements. A 3.5-mm Proustite yields 0.92 nm spectral resolution at 1.5 − µm, which
allows accurate measurement of pulses as long as several ps. The crystal GVD will broaden
a transform-limited 100-fs pulse to only 109 fs (using half the crystal length). Finally, a full
beam divergence angle of 4.00 in the crystal yields 85 nm of spectral range.
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8.3 Experiment
We measured pulses from a Menlo Systems TC-1550-B fiber laser, operating near 1570 nm
with an output power of 20.5 mW (25 MHz repetition rate). The design parameters of
our Proustite GRENOUILLE were as follows: the fiber output was collimated with a fiber
collimator (beam diameter 2.9 mm) and then expanded with a 5× refractive telescope. A
75-mm-focal-length cylindrical lens then focused the beam. A biprism (apex angle 1600)
split the beam into two and crossed them inside the 3.5 mm Proustite crystal. A pair of
back-to-back plano-convex 50-mm-focal-length spherical and cylindrical lenses then mapped
the GRENOUILLE trace onto a 1/2” CCD camera, 100 mm away from the crystal. The
image was then captured using a Spiricon SP-LTA video capture card, and the intensity
and phase retrieved from the resulting FROG traces using the Femtosoft SHG FROG code.
Figure 48 shows the measured and retrieved GRENOUILLE traces. For comparison, we
also measured the same pulses using a conventional multi-shot FROG (see Figure 48). All
these measurements are in excellent agreement with each other, verifying the accuracy of
the GRENOUILLE.
In order to test the device’s ability to measure complicated pulses as well as at other
near-IR wavelengths, we performed another set of measurements, this time using the IMRA
Femtolite Series tunable fiber laser operating near 1700 nm. At the output we used an air-
spaced etalon (125−µm separation), which generated multiple pulses in time and fringes in
frequency. We measured the resulting complex output with GRENOUILLE and obtained
an excellent measurement of the pulse train (Figure 49). These results show that the device
is capable of resolving the fine structure in frequency due to the high spectral resolution of
Proustite. The same traces can also used for calibration purposes (knowledge of the etalon
spacing determines both the separation of the various regions in the traces in both delay
and frequency).
As mentioned earlier, GRENOUILLE also measures pulse-front tilt very sensitively [4].
Specifically, pulses with pulse-front tilt have GRENOUILLE traces with a shift in delay
relative to the otherwise symmetrical GRENOUILLE trace (which is otherwise centered
at zero delay). While fiber lasers are generally free from pulse-front tilt, OPO and OPA
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Figure 48: Tests of our 1.5−µm GRENOUILLE: (a) measured GRENOUILLE trace; (b)
retrieved GRENOUILLE trace (FROG error:0.0055); (c-d) retrieved temporal and spectral
intensity and phase (the retrieved pulse width is 779 fs and the bandwidth is 8.2 nm);
(e) measured multi-shot FROG trace; (f) retrieved multi-shot FROG trace (FROG er-
ror:0.0023); (g-h) retrieved temporal and spectral intensity and phase (the retrieved pulse
width is 765 fs and the bandwidth is 8.1 nm).
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Figure 49: Tests of our 1.5 − µm GRENOUILLE with more complicated pulses: (a)
Measured and (b) retrieved GRENOUILLE traces (FROG error 0.0055) for a double pulse;
(c-d) retrieved spectral and temporal intensity and phase.
pulses are very likely to be contaminated with pulse-front tilt (and other spatio-temporal
distortions). Therefore, it is important to be able to monitor this effect, and it would be
convenient to be able to do so using the same device that is used for intensity and phase
measurements.
To demonstrate pulse-front tilt measurements with GRENOUILLE we introduced pulse-
front tilt by introducing both spatial and temporal chirp [2]. We used a prism pair to
generate spatial chirp, and by pushing one prism in and out of the beam, we varied the
pulse-front tilt. Figure 50 shows two GRENOUILLE traces with different amounts of pulse-
front tilt (the spatial chirp in the beam was too small to measure using GRENOUILLE).
Extending GRENOUILLE to wavelengths beyond 2µm will require yet another unusual
crystal. Proustite’s phase-matching curve reaches a minimum between 3 and 3.5µm, so
its phase-matching dispersion becomes too small for application to GRENOUILLE in that
region. However, Proustite is ideal for GRENOUILLE devices for measuring pulses between
1.2 and 2µm, and a thicker (thinner) Proustite crystal could in principle measure longer
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Figure 50: GRENOUILLE traces for pulses with different amount of pulse-front tilt. The
shift of the trace reveals and measures the pulse-front tilt. Note that these traces are not
centered at zero delay, and the trace with greater pulse-front tilt has greater displacement
from zero delay, as expected.
(shorter) pulses at these wavelengths.
In conclusion, we have shown that, by using the nonlinear-optical crystal, Proustite,
a GRENOUILLE can be designed to measure 100 − fs to few-ps pulses near 1.5µm
generated by fiber lasers, OPO’s and OPA’s. Due to the high spectral resolution that
Proustite provides, the device can measure pulses with spectra as narrow as 1 nanome-
ter. Moreover, the design remains as simple and as compact as previously developed
Ti:Sapphire GRENOUILLEs, providing easy alignment, high sensitivity, spatio-temporal-
distortion measurement, and real-time operation.
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CHAPTER IX
MEASURING ULTRASHORT PULSES IN THE VISIBLE
9.1 Introduction
In the previous two chapters, we concentrated on extending the ultrashort pulse measure-
ments to longer wavelengths, specifically to pulses that are centered at around wavelength
of 1.55µm. We established pulse measurement techniques for two distinct pulse-length
regimes at that wavelength. This chapter will be dedicated to pulse measurements for ul-
rashort pulses centered at shorter wavelengths: ultrashort pulses in the visible region of the
spectrum, covering 500 nm to 700 nm.
As in all other pulse measurement studies, one of the most compelling motivation for
extending ultrashort pulse measurements to visible is the broad range of applications in
these wavelengths. Ultrashort pulses in the visible are very commonly used in many appli-
cations. For example, “time resolved photoluminescence” is one of the workhorse methods
used in semiconductor physics to determine the band structures of semiconductors and
tunable ultrashort sources in the visible are used very often [80, 52]. Other applications
of visible ultrashort lasers include material characterization, micro-machining and ultrafast
spectroscopy [83]
Due to lack of available materials, direct generation of ultrashort pulses in the visible
has not been flourished. Researchers use, instead, nonlinear conversion methods like optical
parametric amplification/oscillation (OPA/OPO) to generate ultrashort pulses at the de-
sired wavelength. OPA/OPOs can use, as an input, amplified Ti:Saphire outputs, which are
very well established and robust to date. Typically, in the OPA/OPOs, first a broadband
light (so called continuum) is generated using self phase modulation. Then, the continuum
is mixed with the pump, in a nonlinear medium, in which amplification occurs [13]. De-
pending on the phasematching considerations, such an amplification can cover a very large
range of wavelengths and very short pulses can be generated. Generation of sub − 8 − fs
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pulses was demonstrated by Cerullo et.al. [14].
Developing reliable, robust and convenient pulse measurement techniques for these ex-
tremely short-visible pulses will promote both the application and generation of them. Un-
fortunately, pulse measurement methods are currently not extended to these wavelengths.
In this work, we propose and test Frequency Resolved Optical Gate (FROG) [42] to measure
extremely short pulses in the visible.
9.2 Extending frequency resolved optical gating to ultra-
short pulse measurements in the visible
There are a few reasons why measuring extremely short pulses in the visible is very difficult.
First, due to their broad bandwidth, these pulses are very vulnerable to group velocity
dispersion (GVD). In fact, this is a more serious problem in the visible then at Ti:Saphire
wavelengths (∼ 800nm) since the dispersion of normal materials increase rapidly as the
wavelength gets close to the UV. Secondly, broadband pulse also suffer from group velocity
mismatch (GVM) in the nonlinear crystal, requiring the use of extremely thin crystals.
The third reason is, second harmonic of these pulses (generated to measure them) falls in
the UV, where the response of most detectors drop significantly. Single-shot FROG, for
example, requires a CCD, and silicon based CCDs respond poorly in the UV. Even though
UV enhanced CCDs are available, their responses are so nonlinear that, over the pulse
spectrum (as large as 100 nm), this causes a significant weighting.
Favorably, the GVD and geometrical smearing issues associated with the broad band-
width, or short pulse width in the visible are analogous to the same issues encountered in
Ti:Saphire wavelengths. Therefore, we can adopt the same strategy that we used in chapter
6, where solutions were presented to measure extremely short pulses at ∼ 800nm. Namely,
an all reflective design, with a small crossing angle eliminates both GVD and geometrical
smearing effect. Moreover, angle dithering the nonlinear crystal relaxes the GVM constraint,
letting us use a much thicker nonlinear crystal [64]. In this case, the crystal thickness is
limited by the GVD and for our purposes, we can use 100µm thick BBO, without causing
any significant GVD in the input pulse. Being able to use a thicker crystal is even more
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advantageous in the visible, since the low CCD response decreases the sensitivity, and more
nonlinear signal from the thicker crystal can compensate for this.
Therefore, provided that the crystal cut angle is adjusted for the visible, the extremely
short pulse measurement setup as demonstrated in chapter 6 can be used in visible, as
well. However, the characteristics of several elements in the device are strongly wavelength
dependent. This causes significant weighting problems, especially for pulses that cover
∼ 100nm spectra. These elements include the diffraction grating in the spectrometer (the
grating efficiency depends on the wavelength), the lenses, and most importantly, the CCD.
All of these elements reflect, transmit or respond poorly for shorter wavelengths. Worse, the
actual response functions are very complicated, far beyond linear. As a result, at the output,
the spectrum of the second harmonic will be severely distorted. The FROG algorithm will
retrieve results based on this distorted trace, which will be incorrect.
To solve this problem, we took the approach of experimentally calculating the spectral
response of the elements in the spectrometer stage (including the CCD) of the FROG
device. In order to do that, we used a blackbody radiation source (Oriel QTH), which
emits continuous blackbody radiation in a very broad range, spanning from UV to IR.
Since the theory of blakbody radiation is very well established, the spectrum of the source
can be precalculated very accurately and.
We measured the blackbody spectrum using the isolated spectrometer stage of the
FROG device. We placed a narrow slit at the position where the nonlinear crystal would
normally be. We placed the blackbody lamp far away (∼ 40cm) away from the slit. Then
we detected the spectrum with the CCD. The spectrum that we measure is, of course,
significantly different than the precalculated one. As a result, comparison of measured
and calculated spectra gives us what we call “calibration factor” for each wavelength.
This factor, when multiplied with spectra for each delay of FROG traces, corrects for the
nonlinear spectral response of the device. The resulting FROG traces can then be used in
the FROG retrieval algorithm. In order to use this method of spectral correction, we also
need to know the exact wavelength that each unit corresponds in the CCD. To do that,
we used standard spectral lamp calibration. Particularly, we used Hg lamp, since Hg has
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strong atomic transition lines for very short wavelengths. Figure 51 shows the experimental
calibration factor that we obtained using Oriel QTH blackbody lamp.


















Figure 51: Calibration of the spectral response of the spectrometer stage. We have a
nominal center wavelength of 300 − nm for the device, therefore the calibration factor at
that wavelength is 1
9.3 Experiment
The FROG setup that we used for testing is very similar to the one demonstrated in chapter
6, section 1, with the adjustment of crystal cut angle and spectral response calibration of
the spectrometer stage. In order to test the FROG device in the visible, we used an OPA
system by Light Conversion (TOPAS white), which can be tuned throughout the visible,
with pulse width as short as 10fs. The repetition rate of the laser was 1 − kHz and the
average power was ∼ 20mW (average power varies depending on the center wavelength).
We acquired several sets of data. We fist measured relatively narrowband (10nm) pulses,
so as not to require spectral response correction. The center wavelength was tuned to
630−nm Figure 52 shows FROG measurement of these pulses. The measured and retrieved
traces match very nicely, as well as independently measured and FROG retrieved spectra.
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Figure 52: Testing FROG in the visible with 10−nm input pulse bandwidth. In the spec-
tral intensity and phase plot, red curve is FROG retrieved and blue curve is independently
measured spectra. The temporal pulse width is 60− fs FWHM.
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To test the effect of nonlinear spectral response of the device elements, we tuned the laser
to a much higher bandwidth, so that the pulse spectrum cover about 100−nm of bandwidth.
Figure 53 shows FROG measurements of these broadband pulses (after spectral response
correction), with an accurate retrieval (low FROG error).
Figure 54 shows the independently measured spectrum and FROG retrieved spectra
with and without spectral response correction. It is clearly seen that, without the cor-
rection, the spectrum is narrower, causing a high FROG error, making the answer incorrect.
Figure 53: Testing FROG in the visible with 60− nm input pulse bandwidth.
In conclusion, we show that, single shot FROG geometry can be extended to measure-





























 Retrieved spectrum w/o
 response correction
Figure 54: Effect of spectral response correction on retrieved pulse spectrum.
eliminate GVD. We used angle dithering to relax GVM constraint in the nonlinear crystal.
We also needed to measure the spectral response of the device and correct the measured
traces accordingly. Our experimental results match the expectations very well.
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CHAPTER X
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
In this thesis work, I proposed and demonstrated solutions to several problems encountered
in Ultrafats Optics. These solutions shed light onto previously vague arguments in the field.
Additionally, the work that I presented in this thesis also opens up new subjects of interest
that can be, will be or is being studied by several other researchers.
The fist part (Chapters 2, 3 and 4) of this thesis was concentrated on the subject of
spatio-temporal couplings in ultrashort pulses. As explained in detail in those chapters,
theses couplings used to be very much “overseen” by the researchers in the past years.
This was mostly because of lack of available tools to monitor them. With ever-continuing
improvements in the pulse generation field, it is becoming more and more common and
easier to get very short and very broadband pulses. This broadband nature makes it almost
impossible to disregard spatio-temporal effects. This fact is causing and increasing number
of researchers, to focus more attention on these effects. This thesis showed some of the fruits
of this attention. We clarified some previously vague and even misinterpreted thoughts
about ultrashort pulses. Furthermore, we developed convenient measurement techniques
for them. And in this chapter, dedicated to “conclusions and future directions”, I will talk
about my projection on more fruits of these efforts that are likely to be collected in the near
future.
The assumption that the electric field of the pulse evolves independent of spatial co-
ordinates in time or in frequency, fails with the presence of spatio-temporal distortions.
We presented pulse model and measurement techniques for for the most common ones of
these distortions, namely spatial chirp, angular dispersion and pulse front tilt. Our findings
shows how severe these distortions can be. This makes us believe that, the dependence of
pulse’s electric field on spatial coordinates deserves a much greater attention. A method
that can fully characterize a pulse in four dimensions (time and three space coordinates)
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would be ideal. Gabolde et.al. already launched their research in this direction [28], where
they propose holographic methods to fully characterize a pulse. Their results looks very
promising and enlightening for the future of field of pulse measurements [29].
The measurement techniques that we used are Frequency Resolved Optical Gating
(FROG) and its relatives (especially GRENOUILLE). We saw that GRENOUILLE mea-
sures an ultrashort pulses full intensity and phase as a function of time (or frequency).
Thanks to recent improvements in the FROG algorithm, GRENOUILLE can retrieve the
pulse field in “real time”, essentially becoming an “ultrafast oscilloscope”. The current
retrieval code, however, still only concentrates on the temporal behavior, and only reveals,
or corrects for spatio-temporal distortions, spatial chirp and pulse-front tilt. Therefore,
the retrieved result is only a “best estimate” for what the pulse would be without these
distortions. A more informative approach in this direction would be to get an answer with
the spatio-temporal distortions, which shows the space-time couplings explicitly.
This requires incorporating these distortions into the core of the FROG algorithm, so
that it solves not only for pulse intensity and phase as a function of time or frequency, but
also for spatio-temporal distortions. This will result in a retrieval that tells to the user
of the device a lot more about the pulse than before. More importantly, this additional
information will also be very useful in getting more effective use of ultrashort laser pulses.
Some research in this regard has already started. Wang et.al. designed a new algorithm
that takes spatio-temporal distortions into account [93, 92], and their algorithm worked
very nicely on theory generated pulses. The test of the algorithm on experimental pulses,
pulses with more complexity and speeding the new algorithm are upcoming developments.
Figure 55 shows one of the very promising results that Wang et.al. demonstrated with their
new FROG pulse retrieval algorithm. They started with a (theoretical) pulse with a fairly
complicated temporal structure. They then added spatial chirp to this pulse, obtaining
a distorted GRENOUILLE trace. In the end, they ran their new retrieval algorithm on
this distorted trace. As a result, the retrieved trace matched perfectly with the original
(distorted) trace. The retrieved value of spatial chirp (which the new algorithm gives) also
matched perfectly with the input value.
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Figure 55: A test of FROG algorithm that retrieves spatio-temporal distortions.
These researches and several others on pulse characterization methods extended to spa-
tial coordinates continuously improve our knowledge about ultrashort pulses, and allows
us to not only better understand the physics behind these pulse but also to make a much
effective use of them.
In chapters 5 and 6, I worked on extending pulse measurement techniques to extremely
short and extremely long pulses. On the extremely short pulse measurement side, we first
improved GRENOUILLE to work at its short pulse-limits, which was shown to be ∼ 20−fs
at 800− nm. We then demonstrated convenient methods for measuring pulses that are as
short as 10fs. A 10fs pulse is already phenomenal as it contains only about 4 optical
cycles. However, as we researchers always ask for more, the efforts on getting shorter and
shorter pulses is never ending. In fact, there has been recently a demonstration of a “single
cycle optical pulse” first time in the history [90]. Unfortunately, while the demonstration
is impressive to all ultrashort scientists, and it is widely accepted that they had the tool to
generate such a pulse, the measurement method was controversial, especially since there was
no proof of its uniqueness. This and several other high profile works on (almost) single cycle
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pulse generation would certainly benefit extensively form a convenient pulse measurement
technique, especially if it can give “unique” answers. This is one obvious next step that
can/will be taken in the near future of ultrashort pulse measurement.
Another cutting edge development in the field of ultrashort pulse phenomena is genera-
tion of attosecond pulses in the [16, 38]. These pulses are generated by focusing high power,
near-single-cycle optical pulses to a gas jet. The method utilizes the coherent properties of
the high harmonics produced in the interaction of laser light with the gas atoms. Provided
that they are well characterized, they can be very useful in time gating phenomena occur-
ring in attosecond time scale. Consequently, attosecond pulses are of great interest to a
variety of scientific areas including solid state and plasma physics and material science. The
challenging problem is to find a measurement technique that characterize such short pulse.
The challenge arises from the fact that, in contrast to femtosecond pulses, the attosecond
pulses are necessarily in the UV-XUV spectral range, they are orders of magnitude weaker
and spectrally much broader. Optical elements required in pulse measurements, including
nonlinear media, are not readily available at those extreme wavelengths, where even beam
splitting optics is non-trivial. Therefore, the field of attosecond pulse generation opens up
broad research areas. And these research areas will benefit extensively from pushing pulse
measurement techniques to these pulse lengths and frequencies.
Measurement of ultrashort pulses will always help promote the generation and appli-
cation of ultrafast phenomena. And it is the nature of research to always bring up new
unsolved problems. In this document, I presented solutions to several previously unsolved
problems and questions in ultrashort pulse measurement. I anticipate that our answers to
these questions will stand as a base for new researches to solve further problems.
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